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Introduction

This handbook has been developed by the Washington State Envirothon Committee to provide
conservation districts with the tools needed to host a regional or state Envirothon.
This handbook contains knowledge gained over the years to ensure that each sponsored event is a
successful one, resulting in an exciting opportunity for Washington’s high school students to learn
life-long skills for stewarding our state’s natural resources.

A team tests at the Forestry
Station during the 2014 State
Envirothon Competition
in Carnation, WA.
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Section I: Team Advisor Information

The Washington State Envirothon offers your students a fun and competitive opportunity to
become skilled stewards of our state’s land, water, plants, and wildlife habitats. The
Washington State Envirothon (WSE) Committee has developed the enclosed materials in hopes
that you will join us in this exciting endeavor. You can find out more about WSE at our
website:
www.waenvirothon.org

This section contains the following information:
What is Envirothon?
History
Mission and Goals
Competition Structure
Ready to Get Involved? (Next Steps)

A competitor goes hands on at the
Aquatic Ecology Station at the
2014 State Competition.
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What is Envirothon?

The Washington State Envirothon is an annual competition in which teams compete for recognition
and the opportunity to attend the North American NCF-Envirothon competition by demonstrating their
knowledge of environmental science and natural resource management. The teams, each consisting of
five* high school students (grades 9-12) exercise their problem- solving skills in a competition
centered on soils/land use, aquatic ecology, forestry, wildlife, and a current environmental issue.

Mission and Goals:
The mission of the Washington State Envirothon is to provide resources for students and
teachers, through education and teamwork, which promote environmental awareness,
critical thinking, and active personal stewardship for the purpose of balancing the quality
of life and the quality of the environment.
The Envirothon mission is accomplished by developing in young people an understanding of the
principles and practices of natural resource management and ecology and the ability to deal with
complex resource management decisions. The following goals should be used as a guide to develop
effective curricula, educational resources, and testing scenarios.
Goal 1:
To promote a desire to learn more about the natural environment and equip students with the
knowledge and skills needed to apply the basic principles and practices of resource management and
ecology to complex environmental issues.
Goal 2:
To promote stewardship of natural resources and to encourage the development of the critical thinking,
cooperative problem-solving, and decision-making skills required to achieve and maintain a natural
balance between the quality of life and the quali ty of the environment.
Goal 3:
To provide students with experience in environmentally-oriented activities, enabling them to become
environmentally-aware, action-oriented citizens.
* Regional teams may have 3-5 students,
while State teams must have 5.
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History

In 1979, the Pennsylvania Soil and Water Conservation Districts created an “Environmental
Olympics” competition as an approach aimed to encourage high school students to become
interested in natural resource conservation and environmental issues. The Environmental Olympics,
later shortened to Enviro-Olympics, quickly gained popularity as a hands-on, outdoor competition
designed to challenge and test each student’s knowledge of soils/land use, aquatic ecology, forestry,
wildlife, and current environmental issues.
For nearly a decade, the Pennsylvania Enviro-Olympics program demonstrated its ability to
promote environmental literacy and supplement education in grades 9 -12. The program quickly
grew in size to include participation by 40 conservation district teams at the 1987 Pennsylvania
State Enviro-Olympics, providing greater visibility for the program and stimulating the interest of
neighboring states.
In 1988 the program became known as the Envirothon. That year, teams from Ohio, Massachusetts,
and Pennsylvania competed at the first National Envirothon hosted and sponsored by the
Pennsylvania Association of Conservation Districts.
In 1997 Canon U.S.A., Inc. began supporting the Envirothon and in 1999 changed its role to title
sponsor.
In 2013, with the loss of Canon as title sponsor, the National Conservation Foundation began
restructuring the program and is currently named the NCF-Envirothon.
Today, most US States and Canadian Provinces participate in the Envirothon, reaching more than
500,000 students across North America each year. Thanks to dedicated volunteers, staff of
cooperating agencies, teachers and advisors, enthusiastic students, and valuable support from
sponsors, the Envirothon continues to prove itself as an exciting and useful tool for incorporating
environmental education into the classroom. For more detailed information, please visit
www.envirothon.org.
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Competition Structure

Overview
At an Envirothon Competition, each team rotates through four stations. At each station (soils/land
use, aquatic ecology, forestry, wildlife), the team works together to answer written questions, some of
which involve hands-on activities. In order to prepare students for the competition, see the key
learning objectives for each station in the accompanying Supplemental Materials, or visit the
NCF-Envirothon website. (Click on the “Education” tab at the top.) The site also has excellent
curriculum materials, which usually integrate well into existing science and natural resources classes.
(Click on the “Envirothon Resources” tab at the top.)
WWW.ENVIROTHON.ORG

Curriculum Guidelines
The Curriculum Guidelines have been developed to accommodate as much educational diversity
as possible. They are not meant to replace any state or provincial Envirothon curriculum, but
rather to provide a standard framework for students and advisors headed to the NCFEnvirothon.

Oral Presentations
At the NSF, State, and some regional competitions, teams will also be asked to give an oral
presentation on the year’s current issue. The NCF-Envirothon website contains resource
information and study materials about the current issue. Following are examples of past
topics:
2013: Sustainable Rangeland Management
2014: Sustainable Local Agriculture/Locally Grown
2015: Urban Forestry

Competition Dates
The regional competitions (one day events) are usually held in March - early May.
The State Competition (two-day event) is usually held in May.
The NCF-Envirothon (one week event) is usually held in late July or early August.
Dates and times vary from year to year. Check with your local conservation district or the
Washington State Envirothon Committee.
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Ready to Get Involved?
Next Steps:

Team advisors who are ready to participate in Envirothon will need to take the following steps:
1. Contact your local conservation district to find out the event dates, times, and locations,
and to see if there are any local funds available to help with transportation or other costs.
Your conservation district may also be able to assist you in preparing your students for the
event. (A list of conservation districts is located at the end of the accompanying
Supplemental Materials.)
2. Visit the NCF-Envirothon website for learning objectives and curriculum material:
WWW.ENVIROTHON.ORG

3. If possible, attend a local Envirothon competition to see firsthand how it all works.
Your conservation district can tell you the dates and locations of other events.
4. Borrow the Envirothon video from the Washington State Envirothon (WSE) Committee.
Your conservation district can put you in touch with the WSE Committee.
5. Review the WSE rules found in the accompanying Supplemental Materials.
Participating in Envirothon is a fun and challenging opportunity that will open your students’ eyes
to real-world problems and solutions. They’ll become excited, empowered, and skilled stewards
of our earth’s natural resources while making new friends across the state and seeing connections
beyond their own communities. Get ready to make a difference!

Members of the 2012 Washington State
winning team visit Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
during the North American Envirothon.
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Section II: Team Advisor Supplemental Materials

This section contains the following materials: Washington
State Envirothon Rules
Key Learning Objectives for Station Topics
NCF-Envirothon Curriculum Guidelines
List of Study Materials and Websites
Contact List and Map of Washington Conservation Districts

Station leaders score tests at
the Current Issue station during
the 2014 State Competition.
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Washington State Envirothon (WSE) Rules
1. Team members must be registered in grades 9-12 for the current school year.
2. Teams consist of five members from the same school, home school group, or local
organization. No more than two alternates may be substituted at the state contest without
pre-approval by Washington State Envirothon (WSE) Committee. Teams with less than
five members can participate at state but are not eligible to qualify for the National
Envirothon. In the event of an emergency that would prevent a registered five member
team from competing in the State Envirothon, the WSE may allow a team to compete with
fewer than five members. The respective team advisor must certify the legitimacy of the
emergency. A review panel will determine if a penalty shall be assessed to a team in the
oral presentation for the absence of a complete five member team.
3. An adult advisor must accompany teams and is responsible for the behavior of team
members during meals, free time and other times not related to testing or preparation for
competition. The Washington State Envirothon (WSE) Committee, hosting conservation
district, and hosting site personnel will not be responsible for improperly chaperoned
teams.
4. Washington State Envirothon shall consist of five resource stations based on soil/land use,
forestry, wildlife, aquatic ecology, and the current environmental issue. Additionally there
will be an oral presentation based on the current environmental issue.
5. Judges’ decisions are final on all events.
6. Transportation will be the responsibility of each participation team. Water will be
available on site during the competition. The first day dinner, the second day breakfast
and lunch, and overnight accommodations will be provided.
7. Boys are not allowed on the girls’ side of camp, and girls are not allowed on the boys’ side
of camp at any time. When a team consists of both boys and girls, team members are not
allowed to visit each other’s rooms. Another location should be selected for team
meetings. Twenty points will be deducted from a team’s final score if a member breaks
this rule. If the infraction occurs a second time, the team will be disqualified.
8. School medical release forms shall be provided for each team member. The advisor
should keep the original with them, and a copy should be provided at registration.
9. Scores for the five resource stations will be 100 points each and the Oral Presentation will
be 200 points. The winning team is the team with the highest cumulative point total from
the six test stations. Should there be a tie for the highest cumulative points the winning
team will be determined first by their score from the Oral Presentation. If there is still a
tie, the scores will be compared next by the Aquatic Ecology test, then the Forestry test,
then the Wildlife test, and lastly the Soils/Land Use test.
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WSE Rules (continued)

10. During the competition, team members must wear the State Envirothon t-shirt that was
issued to them at registration. Team members may not wear or carry any items that would
indicate which school or conservation district they are representing.
11. Rules are subject to change. Any and all relevant changes will be explained to all
teams and advisors at an affected Envirothon competition.
12. No tobacco, intoxicants (other than prescription medications), or weapons are allowed
on site. All Washington State laws will be strictly enforced.
13. No outside study materials or unauthorized electronic devices (such as cell phones,
pagers, palm pilots, or portable music players, etc.) will be allowed during oral prep or
the day of competition. If a student uses electronic devices or outside study materials
during competition or competition prep, his/her team will be disqualified.
14. All students must be in their rooms by 11:00 P.M. This curfew will be strictly enforced.
15. Any violation of the rules by a team member or an advisor may result in that team being
disqualified from a competition.
16. Please respect other people and property while visiting. We would like to leave the
community with a good impression of the Envirothon and its participants.
Obligations of the Winning Team:
a. First and Second Place Teams and their Advisors must attend a mandatory briefing
meeting (approximately one-half hour) directly after the award ceremony at the
state competition.
b. Both 1st and 2nd Place Winning Teams will be given a registration packet for the
NCF-Envirothon Competition. The packet must be filled out completely and turned
back into the Committee within seven (7) working days. Failure of the first place
team to meet this deadline will result in the second place team representing
Washington State at the NCF-Envirothon if their paperwork is in by deadline. If
both teams do not meet the deadline, the WSE Committee will determine who will
represent Washington State at the NCF-Envirothon competition.
c. The team representing Washington State must be ready, willing, and able to
compete in all portions of the NCF-Envirothon competition. If the team cannot
meet this obligation for any reason, they shall forfeit their right to represent
Washington State at the NCF-Envirothon, and the next place team shall take over
as the representing team.
d. The Washington State team competing at NCF-Envirothon will make no
reimbursable purchases without written permission of the WSE Committee.
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WSE Rules (continued)

I have read and_______
agree to abide by the Washington State Envirothon Competition Rules.
_____________
Student: ______________________________________

Date: ______________________

Parent: _______________________________________

Date: ______________________

Teacher: ______________________________________

Date: ______________________

Name of School: ___________________________________________________________
Display of student work and photos taken during Envirothon Competition
WSE takes photographs of student activities during the Envirothon Competition for use in
promotional information and reporting to funding agencies. These photos may be posted on
the WSE website, used in promotional brochures and included in reports. We would like to
use photographs of your student for these purposes.
I give my permission to WSE to use photographs of my student for promotional
activities and reports without compensation. _____
I do not give my permission to WSE to use photographs of my student for
promotional activities and reports without compensation. _____
Student Name: __________________________________________
Parent Signature: ________________________________________Date: _____________
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Key Learning Objectives for Station Topics

Soils and Land Use
Students should be able to:















Recognize soil as an important and dynamic resource.
Recognize and understand the features of a soil profile.
Describe basic soil properties and soil formation factors.
Understand the origin of soil parent materials.
Identify soil constituents (e.g., clay, organic matter, sand and silt).
Identify and list soil characteristics (e.g., texture, structure, etc.) and their
relation to soil properties.
Determine basic soil properties and limitations (e.g., mottling and
permeability) by observing a soil pit or a soil profile.
Understand the nature of plant nutrients and how they are held by soil.
Recognize the characteristics of wetland (hydric) soils.
Understand soil drainage classes and know how wetlands are defined.
Understand soil water, its movement, storage, and uptake by plants.
Understand the effects of land use on soils.
In land use planning discussions, discuss how soil is a factor in or is
impacted by non- point source pollution.
Identify types of soil erosion and discuss methods for reducing erosion.
Utilize soil information, including a soil survey.
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Key Learning Objectives for Station Topics

Forestry
Students should be able to:














Identify common trees without a key and identify specific or unusual species
of trees or shrubs through the use of a key.
Understand forest ecology concepts and factors affecting them including the
relationship between soil and forest types, tree communities, regeneration,
competition, and succession.
Understand the cause and effect relationship of factors affecting tree growth
and forest development (climate, insects, microorganisms, wildlife, etc.).
Understand how wildlife habitat relates to forest communities, forest species,
forest age and structure, snags and den trees, availability of food, and riparian
zones.
Understand how the following issues are affected by forest health and
management: biological diversity, forest fragmentation, air quality,
aesthetics, fire, global warming, and recreation.
Understand basic forest management concepts and tools such as how various
silvicultural practices are utilized, the use of tree measuring devices, and the
best use of management practices.
Apply silvicultural concepts and methods to develop general management
recommendations and goals for a particular situation.
Identify the complex factors that influence forest management decisions (e.g.,
economic, social, and ecological).
Understand the value of trees in urban/suburban settings and the factors
affecting their health and survival.
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Key Learning Objectives for Station Topics

Aquatic Ecology
Students should be able to:















Identify the processes and phases for each part of the water cycle.
Describe the chemical and physical properties of water and explain their
implications for freshwater and saltwater ecosystems.
Analyze the interaction of competing uses of water for water supply,
hydropower, navigation, wildlife, recreation, waste assimilation, irrigation,
industry and others.
Discuss methods of conserving water and reducing point and non-point
source pollution. Identify common aquatic organisms through the use of a
key.
Delineate the watershed boundary for a small water body.
Explain the different types of aquifers and how each type relates to water
quantity and quality.
Briefly describe the benefits of wetlands, including both function and value.
Describe the benefits of riparian areas, including both function and value.
Describe the changes to the aquatic ecosystem based on alteration to the
aquatic habitat.
Know methods used to assess and manage aquatic environments and be able
to utilize water quality information to assess the general water quality of a
specific body of water. This includes sampling, technique, and water quality
parameters used to monitor point and non-point source pollution.
Be familiar with major methods and laws used to protect water quality (i.e.,
both surface and ground water) and utilize this information to make
management decisions to improve the quality of water in a given situation.
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Key Learning Objectives for Station Topics

Wildlife
Students should be able to:












Identify common wildlife species and wildlife signs. Identify basic wildlife
survival needs.
Describe specific adaptations of wildlife to their environment and their role in
the ecosystem.
Describe predator/prey relationships and identify examples. Describe food
chains and food webs and cite examples.
Describe factors that limit or enhance population growth.
Evaluate a given habitat and its suitability for a designated species when
given a description of its habitat needs.
Describe ways a habitat can be improved for specific species through
knowledge of its specific requirements.
Discuss the concept of carrying capacity and limiting factors.
Discuss various ways the public and wildlife managers can help in the
protection, conservation, management, and enhancement of wildlife
populations.
Describe the potential impact of the introduction of non-native species.
Describe major factors affecting threatened and endangered species and
methods used to improve the populations of these species.
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NCF-Envirothon Curriculum Guidelines

The NCF-Envirothon spans the length and breadth of North America – from the deserts of the
southwestern United States to the frozen tundra near the Arctic Circle in Canada; from the
Everglades to the Olympic peninsula. It is a large territory with many different habitats and
remarkable biological and cultural diversity. The Curriculum Guidelines have been developed to
accommodate as much educational diversity as possible. They are not meant to replace any state or
provincial Envirothon curriculum, but rather to provide a standard framework for students and
advisors headed to the NCF-Envirothon.
Curriculum Guidelines are available for the four major NCF-Envirothon topic areas.

AQUATICS ECOLOGY
Key Point 1: Abiotic Factors
Learning Objectives:
1. Know the processes and phases for each part of the water cycle and understand the water
cycle's role in soil nutrient erosion, salinization of agricultural lands, and climatic influences.
2. Understand the concept and components of a watershed and be able to identify stream orders
and watershed boundaries. Know the features of a healthy watershed and an unhealthy
watershed.
3. Know how to perform and interpret chemical water quality tests and understand why aquatic
organisms and water quality is affected by the physical, chemical and biological conditions of the
water.
Suggested Activities:
1. Use topographic maps to investigate the concept of a watershed, identify a river’s watershed
system, and delineate the watershed of a given area. Be able to describe how different land uses
and watershed characteristics can affect water runoff, water flow, types of stream habitats and
management approaches.
2. Investigate and find out who is using the water in your watershed and become familiar with
historic stream and river levels to learn if levels are increasing or decreasing. Use stream
assessment data to determine the health of your watershed.
3. Conduct chemical water quality tests to determine the temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH,
phosphorus, alkalinity, nitrogen, and dissolved oxygen percent saturation of a water sample and
explain why these test results are indicators of water quality and can be used to assess and
manage aquatic environments.
Resources:





USGS Water Science Basics: What is the Water Cycle?
Basic concepts on Watersheds
How to Read a Topographic Map and Delineate a Watershed
Georgia Adopt a Stream Manual on Biological and Chemical Stream Monitoring
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Key Point 2: Biotic Factors
Learning Objectives:
1. Understand the dependence of all organisms on one another and how energy and matter flow
within an aquatic ecosystem.
2. Understand the concept of carrying capacity for a given aquatic ecosystem, and be able to
discuss how competing water usage may affect the ability of the system to sustain wildlife,
forestry and anthropogenic needs.
3. Identify common, rare, threatened and endangered aquatic species as well as Aquatic Nuisance
Species (ANS) through the use of a key.
4. Know how to perform biological water quality monitoring tests and understand why these tests
are used to assess and manage aquatic environments.
Suggested Activities:
1. Describe the habitat needs of three specific aquatic animals, and compare and contrast the flow
of energy in three different aquatic food chains.
2. Create a visual display of rare and endangered aquatic species. Explain how human activities are
causing species imperilment and specify actions being taken to protect these species.
3. Conduct a biological stream assessment by collecting macro-invertebrates. Stream Data sheets
(key point 1, resource 4) should be used to record and analyze information. Explain why these
organisms are biological indicators that help us determine the health of a stream or waterway.
Resources:






Introduction to Watershed Ecology: Watershed Academy Web
NOAA The Endangered Species Act: Marine Species
EPA An Introduction to Freshwater Fishes as Biological Indicators, pages 3-12
Georgia Adopt a Stream Manual on Biological and Chemical Stream Monitoring
WV Save Our Streams’ Benthic Macro-invertebrate field guide
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Key Point 3: Aquatic Environments
Learning Objectives:
1. Identify aquatic and wetland environments based on their physical, chemical and biological
characteristics.
2. Know characteristics of different types of aquifers, and understand historical trends and threats to
groundwater quantity and quality.
3. Understand societal benefits and ecological functions of wetlands.
4. Understand the functions and values of riparian zones and be able to identify riparian zone areas.
Suggested Activities:
1. Describe the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of a stream, river, pond, lake and
wetland.
2. Explain how different types of aquifers are indicators of water quantity and water quality.
Describe how subsidence and salt water intrusion are related to the falling water table in many
aquifers.
3. Describe three functions of wetlands, and explain how these functions are met in the absence of
wetlands.
4. Describe three functions of riparian zones and explain how the removal of or damage to the
riparian zone would affect water quality and specific aquatic food chains.
Resources:






USGS Ground water
Types of Wetlands
Wetland Functions and Values
Benefits of Riparian Zones
Riparian Zones: Managing Early-Successional Habitats near the Water’s Edge
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Key Point 4—Water Protection and Conservation
Learning Objectives:
1. Understand how education programs and enforcement agencies are working together to protect
aquatic habitats and preventing those who use our waterways from inadvertently transporting
Aquatic Nuisance Species ANS from one river to another.
2. Interpret major provincial and /or federal laws and methods used to protect water quality (i.e.
surface and ground water). Utilize this information to propose management decisions that would
improve the quality of water in a given situation.
3. Be familiar with the Federal, Provincial and state agencies that provide oversight of water
resources, and understand that Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a useful and important
tool in the management of water resources.
4. Identify global and local sources of point and non-point source pollution and be able to discuss
methods to reduce point and non-point source pollution.
5. Understand the interaction of competing uses of water for water supply, hydropower, navigation,
wildlife, recreation, waste assimilation, irrigation, and industry.
6. Know the meaning of water conservation, and understand why it is important every time you turn
on a faucet.
Suggested Activities:
1. List at least 3 Aquatic Nuisance Species ANS, and describe their effects on an aquatic
ecosystem. Consider what can happen when predator ANS are imported, and develop a plan for
the eradication of a target ANS.
2. Site water protection laws at a mock hearing to decide whether a permit should be given to build
a new shopping mall along a river.
3. Explain how Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are being used to help communities assess
water quality and watershed health information.
4. Compare water usage in different regions of Canada and the United States and propose actions
to help countries strike a balance between supply and demand in order to realize maximum
benefit from our water resources.
5. Design a comprehensive water conservation plan for your home and the watershed below your
home. This should include groundwater replenishment, securing sediment on your property,
managing non-point source pollution and following the path of good quality water as it leaves your
property on its way to the sea. Many dams are used to provide low cost electricity at the critical
time of day when there is peak demand for electricity. Today a major issue is deciding which is
more important to the economy, low cost energy or improving/restoring the ecology of a river.
Evaluate the issue and develop recommendations for conservation groups and utility executives.
Resources:










What are Aquatic Nuisance Species (ANS)?
ANS Task Force
Conservation of Great Lakes Wetlands: Environment Canada
Summary of the Federal Clean Water Act: (SDWA)
The Quality of Our Nation’s Water
GIS and Hydrology
Water Resources
Water Conservation
Polluted Runoff: Nonpoint Source Pollution
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FORESTRY
Key Point 1—Tree Physiology and Tree and Shrub Identification
Learning Objectives:

1. Know the parts and tissues of a tree, and be able to explain the growth cycle and life cycle of a
tree.
2. Understand the processes of photosynthesis and respiration and how they are important to the
growth and reproduction of trees.
3. Identify common tree species without a key, and identify specific or unusual trees and shrubs
through the use of a key.
Suggested Activities:
1. Identify trees and shrubs using leaf and seed samples.
Resources:






Tree Physiology
Parts of a Tree
Glossary of Tree Terms
How Does a Tree Grow
Key for Tree ID
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Key Point 2—Forest Ecology
Learning Objectives:

1. Know the typical forest structure: canopy, understory and ground layers and crown classes.
2. Understand forest ecology concepts and factors affecting them, including the relationship
between soil and forest types, tree communities, regeneration, competition, and primary and
secondary succession.
3. Identify the abiotic and biotic factors in a forest ecosystem, and understand how these factors
affect tree growth and forest development. Consider factors such as climate, insects,
microorganisms, and wildlife.
Suggested Activities:

1. Identify and describe the life cycle of forest pests and invasive plants and describe their impact to
a forest ecosystem. Research integrated pest management strategies for selected pests.
2. Draw food webs of a mature deciduous forest and a mature coniferous forest. Explain how
wildlife habitat relates to the forest community and describe the niches of various organisms that
live in both of these forest ecosystems.
3. Examine a “tree cookie” or core sample taken with an increment borer to determine the age,
growing conditions, insect and disease damage, and past weather conditions.
4. Project Learning Tree Activity 7, Understanding Fire: Explore patterns of change brought about
by fires in a forest ecosystem.
Resources:
 Managing Forests for Fish and Wildlife
 Dendrochronology
 Project Learning Tree Activity 7: Understanding Fire
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Key Point 3—Sustainable Forest Management
Learning Objectives:

1. Understand the term silviculture, and be able to explain the uses of the following silviculture
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

techniques: thinning, prescribed burning, single tree and group tree selection, shelterwood
method, clear-cutting with and without seed trees, and coppice management.
Explain the following silviculture systems: clear-cutting, seed tree method, evenaged
management, unevenaged management, shelterwood and selection.
Understand the methodology and uses of the following silviculture treatments: Planting, weeding,
pre-commercial thinning (PCT), commercial thinning and harvesting.
Know how to use forestry tools and equipment in order to measure tree diameter, height and
basal area.
Understand how the following issues are affected by forest health and management: biodiversity,
forest fragmentation, forest health, air quality, aesthetics, fire, global warming and recreation.
Understand how forestry management practices and policy affect sustainability.
Understand how economic, social and ecological factors influence forest management decisions.
Learn how science and technology are being utilized in all aspects of forest management.

Suggested Activities:

1. Use the following forestry tools and know how they are used in forest management. clinometer,
increment borer, diameter tape, biltmore stick, abney level, and compass, prism and relescope.

2. Use a variety of volume tables to calculate the volume of lumber for several different tree species.
3. Project Learning Tree Activity 8, Fire Management: Learn the many interdependencies of forests
and fire in healthy ecosystems.

4. Compare two different forest types. For example: an eastern hardwood forest in PA to a conifer
forest in Oregon. Identify economic, social and ecological factors that affect how both of these
forests are managed.
5. Explain the Information Technology used to monitor and productively manage forests, and give
specific examples of how this technology is being utilized in all aspects of forest management.
Resources:







Woodland Management: Measuring your Forests
Forest Stewardship -Timber Harvesting: PSU Bulletin 7
Forest Stewardship –BMPs: PSU Bulletin 12
Project Learning Tree Activity 8, Fire Management
Forest Health
Technology in the Forest
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Key Point 4—Trees as an Important Renewable Resource
Learning Objectives:

1. Understand the importance and value of trees in urban and community settings, and know the
factors affecting their health and survival.

2. Understand the economic value of forests and know many of the products they provide to people
and society.
3. Explain the “Ecosystem Services” provided by trees, and understand why trees and forests are
important to human health, recreation, wildlife, and watershed quality.
Suggested Activities:

1. Create a display showing the value of trees in both urban and suburban settings. Identify the
factors that affect their health and survival, and explain how to properly care for trees in an urban
environment.
2. Make a list of products and by-products that come from your home and are made from trees.
3. Describe the chemical and physical properties of trees used in making these products.
Resources:
 Products from Trees
 Benefits of Community Trees and Forests
 Trees and Ecosystem Services - http://www.naturewithin.info/UF/UFdefined.html
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SOILS AND LAND USE
Key Point 1—Physical Properties of Soil and Soil Formation
Learning Objectives:

1. Understand the importance of soils and appreciate the relatively small amount of usable soil that
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

exists on Earth.
Know the five soil forming factors, and understand how they influence soil properties.
Understand the origin and types of soil parent materials.
Understand basic soil forming processes: additions, losses, translocations, and transformations.
Recognize and understand features of Soil Profiles, and be able to use this information to
determine basic soil properties and limitations.
Identify and describe soil characteristics (texture, structure, and color- using Munsell color
charts).

Suggested Activities:

1. Generate a list of reasons why soils and the study of soil science is important to sustaining life on
Earth, and explore how much soil available on Earth is for human use.

2. Describe the five factors of soil formation and be able to explain how each factor affects the soil
profile.
3. Conduct a field analysis by digging or using an auger to examine a soil pit. Determine soil
characteristics and properties, by describing soil horizons and recording data.
4. Use soil profile information to compare soil samples from agriculture cropland, wetland, forest
and an urban area, and explain why there are differences in water table, permeability, runoff,
infiltration and water holding capacity.
5. Estimate percent sand, silt, and clay for soil samples collected and determine texture class using
the texture triangle. Explain how texture is important in soil fertility and soil management.
Resources:











Why Soil is Important?
How Much Soil is there?
From the Surface Down
Soil Formation and Classification
Factors Affecting Soil Development
Guide to Texture by Feel
Soil Field Analysis
Description of Soils: Soil Surveys, Chapter 3
State Soils: NRCS
Soil Landscapes of Canada
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Key Point 2—Soil Ecosystems
Learning Objectives:

1. Recognize that biological diversity is important for soil health and hence plant, human and
environmental health.

2. Understand how the hydrologic, carbon and nutrient cycles relate to soil management.
3. Recognize that understanding soil ecosystems is important to soil management.
Suggested Activities:

1. Construct a Burlese funnel to learn about the diversity of life living in the soil. Draw a soil food
web showing the 5 tropic levels and discuss why biodiversity is important to healthy soil. (note:
some important soil organisms will not show up in the Burlese funnel, but they should be included
in the trophic level diagram.)
2. Draw the nitrogen, carbon and phosphorus cycles and identify the types of organisms (flora and
fauna) involved in these cycles. Identify their roles in decomposition and nutrient cycling.
3. Discuss the decomposition and transformations of organic matter, toxins and pesticides. Discuss
the importance of microorganisms, and what would occur if they were not present in the food
chain.
4. Discuss how Integrated Pest Management can affect biological diversity.
Resources:
 Instructions for making a Burlese Funnel
 Nutrient Cycles
-Carbon
-Phosphorus
-Nitrogen
 Soil Biology
-Chapter 1: The Soil Food Web
-Chapter 2: The Food & Web Soil Health
-Chapter 3: Bacteria
-Chapter 4: Soil Fungi
-Chapter 5: Soil Protozoa
-Chapter 6: Nematodes
-Chapter 7: Arthropods
-Chapter 8: Earthworms
 Integrated Pest Management
 Soil Biology and Land Management
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Key Point 3—Chemical Properties of Soil and Soil Fertility
Learning Objectives:

1. Understand the procedure for taking a soil sample and conducting nutrient analysis.
2. Know that plants must receive essential micronutrients and macronutrients from the soil in order
to be healthy, and understand that soil fertility relates to the physical and chemical properties of
the soil in addition to the quantity of nutrients.
3. Understand why soil fertility reflects the physical, chemical and biological state of the soil.
Suggested Activities:

1. Collect a representative soil sample from a piece of land (preferably your own) as an introduction
to soil testing. Conduct soil test experiments to measure pH and determine the amounts of plant
available nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), and Potassium (K) in soil samples collected from different
locations such as: cropland, forested area, and in a flood plain. Record your data, and analyze
and compare results.
2. Explain the ABC’s of Nutrient Management, and how Nutrients and Plant Health, Pest, Profits
and the Environment relate to healthy soil.
3. Explain why soil fertility reflects the physical, chemical and biological state of the soil.
4. Compare and contrast the benefits and risks of using nutrients from a synthetic fertilizer with
those from a natural source.
Resources:





Soil Testing
Plant Nutrients
GLOBE Soil Fertility Protocol
Nutrient Management
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Key Point 4—Soil Conservation and Land Use Management
Learning Objectives:

1. Compare different land uses and conservation practices and their impact on soils and erosion.
2. Understand how soil is impacted by point & non-point source pollution & the importance of soil
management to agriculture and clean water.
3. Understand that soil management and environmental protection requires agricultural and
resource managers to use spatial tools such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) in order to make the best possible resource decisions.
4. Learn about career opportunities and the role of government in the management of natural
resources.
Suggested Activities:

1. Identify or recommend Best Management Practices to maximize agriculture production and
control water movement to prevent erosion and pollution on construction sites, residential
development and cropland.
2. In a land use planning discussion, identify types of soil erosion and explain how soil is a factor in
non-point source pollution, and describe how soils can be used to clean up pollutants.
3. Become familiar with the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), and learn how it used to estimate
the soil erosion rates of a selected construction site and cropland field.
4. Practice using topographic and thematic maps to uncover mysteries about the cultural and
physical geography of the Earth. USGS Map Mysteries Activities.
Resources:






Urban Soil Primer
Soil Erosion: Causes and Effects
Using the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)
The National Topographic System of Canada: Access and interpret topographic maps
The U.S. Geological Survey Rocky Mountain Mapping Center: Access and interpret
topographic maps
 Careers in Soil Science
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Key Point 5—Web soil surveys & Soil Surveys
Learning Objectives:

1. Access and use published and on-line soil data and other resources to learn how land use affects
soil, and the limitations of local soils.

2. Understand the eight Land Capability Classes and how they are important in determining
appropriate land use.
3. Understand soil drainage classes and be able to recognize the characteristics of hydric soils and
know how soils fit into the definition of wetlands.
Suggested Activities:

1. Download your local area’s soil survey map to learn the limitations that local soils have for septic
systems, foundations, agriculture, and future development.

2. Describe the eight Land Capability Classes and use a soil profile and site description to
determine land capability class.
3. Visit your local land planning office and ask how GIS and GPS systems are used in making land
use planning and development decisions. Explain how GIS and GPS can be used in learning
about the soil characteristics in a wetland soil.
Resources:
 Web Soil Survey: know how to access and use soil data
 National Soils Data Base (NSDB): know how to access and use soil and landscape data of
Canada
 Land Capability Classification
 Hydric Soils
 Site Fingerprinting

Additional Soil Resources
Additional soils information may be found at:
www.soils.org/about-soils/lessons/resources
Do you have a soil related question? Ask a Soil Scientist.
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WILDLIFE
Key Point 1—Knowledge of Wild Birds, Mammals and Herps
Learning Objectives:

1. Identify wildlife species using mounted specimens, skins/pelts, pictures, skulls, silhouettes,
decoys, wings (waterfowl), scats, tracks, animal sounds, or other common signs. Animal tracks
may be original or molds made of the prints. Wildlife signs may be real or reproduced.
2. Use a key or field guide to identify wildlife species or signs. Wildlife species or signs may be
presented in any form as described above.
3. Identify general food habits (herbivore, omnivore, carnivore), habitats (terrestrial, aquatic,
fossorial), and habits (diurnal, nocturnal) using skull morphology and/or teeth.
Resources:
 This resource to be used as a reference: Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History:
NCF Mammals
 This resource to be used as a reference: e-Nature Field Guide to Birds
 Outdoor Action Guide to Animal Tracking: pages 1 – 6
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Key Point 2—Wildlife Ecology
Learning Objectives:

1. Know the meaning of “habitat”, and be able to name the habitat requirements for wildlife and the
factors that affect wildlife suitability.

2. Know and understand basic ecological concepts and terminology.
3. Understand the difference between an ecosystem, community and population. Be able to explain
how communities interact with their non-living surroundings to form ecosystems.

4. Understand wildlife population dynamics such as birth, mortality, age-structure, sex ratio, and
mating systems. Understand the impact of limiting and decimating factors of common wildlife
species on wildlife management.
5. Recognize that all living things must be well adapted to their native environment in order to
survive. Be able to identify, describe and explain the advantages of specific anatomical,
physiological and/or behavioral adaptations of wildlife to their environment.
6. Know the meaning of the term “Biodiversity”, and understand why biodiversity is important to
people and wildlife.
7. Understand the importance of the 3 levels of biodiversity: genetics, species and ecosystem or
community, and understand the implications of biodiversity loss at each level.
Suggested Activities:

1. Draw a map of an area and identify sources of food, water and shelter available to wildlife. Select

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

a wildlife species, and assess whether the area on your map will provide suitable habitat for this
species. If any part of the habitat is lacking, explain what you could do to improve the habitat for
this species?
Explain the relationship between the Pyramid of Numbers and the Pyramid of Biomass. Relate
this exercise to an actual habitat to help you understand how much land area is needed to
support life at each level of the food chain. Lesson: Ecological Pyramids.
Create a detailed display to show examples of different types of food chains and illustrate the
interdependence of organisms within a food web. Include terms such as tropic levels, predator,
prey, scavengers, decomposers, omnivore, insectivore, herbivore, carnivore, producer, primary
consumer, secondary consumer and tertiary consumer.
Explain the term “ecosystem” and give examples of different types of ecosystems. Describe a
type of ecosystem and explain the importance of a keystone species. Draw food chains that
include a specific keystone species and discuss what might happen if this species were removed
from the food chain or if their populations diminished.
Select several wildlife species common to your area and list potential limiting and decimating
factors for each. Visit a natural area, park, forest, and/or farm and assess the area to determine
which of the limiting and decimating factors on your list would actually impact your selected
species. For example, water may be a potential limiting factor, but the area you visit may have
an abundance of water. Therefore, water would not be a limiting factor on this area and would
have no impact.
Explain why your state or province is so diverse and explain what is being done to protect the
biodiversity of wildlife. Include the following vocabulary to help you explain your answer:
biodiversity, keystone species, native, endemic, habitat, biome, and food web.
Compare and contrast the behavioral and physiological adaptations of specific animals that live in
two different environments. Explain why these animals are well-adapted to survive in their
particular environment and include wildlife biology terms to describe specific adaptations.
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8. Web Lesson: Measuring Biodiversity across North America. As a result of completing an
investigation into the biodiversity of NCF Mammals, students should develop an understanding of
the concept of biodiversity, and learn ways to measure the diversity of organisms. In addition,
students should become more familiar with the mammal communities and eco-regions in their
residential areas and the biomes and ecoregions across North America.
9. Explain the three levels of biodiversity and give several reasons why biodiversity is important to
wildlife and people. Select examples of species in your area that have become locally extinct and
explain what causes loss of biodiversity. What can be done to gain biodiversity?
Resources:









4-H Wildlife Project: The Wildlife Ecologist, pages 8-16
Wildlife Terms: Working with Wildlife pages 1-3
Glossary of Important Wildlife Terms
Organization of Life: Species, Population, Communities and Ecosystems
Clemson University: The Basics of Population Dynamics
Winter Adaptations of Animals
Wildlife Ecology Basics
Canadian Biodiversity Website: An Introduction to Biodiversity Theory
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Key Point 3—Conservation and Management of Wildlife
Learning Objectives:

1. Know the preferred habitat types and specific habitat requirements of common wildlife species.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand how this knowledge helps us to better protect both the land and the wildlife species
that depend on it.
Understand the difference between biological and cultural carrying capacity, and be able to
identify social and ecological considerations where human use of land conflicts with wildlife
habitat needs.
Identify common wildlife management practices and methods that are being used to manage and
improve wildlife habitat.
Understand the role of federal, state and provincial Fish and Wildlife Agencies in the
management, conservation, protection, and enhancement of fish and wildlife and their habitats.
Know that all states and provinces have a hunting safety course and mandatory hunter education
program developed specifically for each state or provincial government’s hunting and wildlife
agency.

Suggested Activities:

1. Explain the meaning of the terms "migration route" and "flyway”. Know the four major NCF
flyways and understand the importance of these routes to migratory land, water and shore birds.

2. Determine which common wildlife species in your area depend on open land, woodland and

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

wetland habitat for their survival. Identify the various types of habitat within open lands,
woodlands, and wetlands, and explain the importance of these specific habitats to common
wildlife species within your area.
Explain why human use of land is the major reason for habitat loss. Provide examples of habitat
destruction, fragmentation, and degradation and explain how wildlife species survival is
threatened by habitat loss in your area.
Research and analyze controversial issues in order to understand the relationship between
wildlife, economics and society. Penn. State School of Forest Resources: The Social and
Economic Impact of Wildlife and Natural Resource Management Lesson Plan
Make a list of wildlife management practices and strategies that will restore or improve habitat for
each of the following land uses: cropland, grassland, woodland, wetland, pond/lake, and urban
setting (backyards, greenways, urban parks). Include specific wildlife species that will benefit
from each wildlife practice or strategy.
Make a list of the Federal and State Fish and Wildlife Agencies within your state or province.
Determine how each protects and manages the wildlife resources of your area, and describe
activities and programs that are undertaken to protect and manage wildlife and their habitats.
Explain regulated trapping procedures and discuss the issues that are involved in trapping
furbearing animals. Research and explain the dilemma of biological carrying capacity vs. cultural
carrying capacity in your discussion.
Explain how Wildlife Managers are using Satellite Remote Sensing, GPS and GIS in
Conservation and Wildlife Management. Give an example explaining the benefits of using this
technology in remote areas.
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Resources:







NCF Migration Flyways
USFWS Migratory Birds and Habitat Program: Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Woodland Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Management Concepts and Terms
Refer to Forestry Key Point 2, Resource 1: Managing Forests for Fish and Wildlife
This resource is to be used as a reference: Online Hunting Safety Classes and Hunter
Certification Tests
 Trapping and Furbearer Management in NCF Wildlife Conservation pages 4-20
 Canada's Wild Places Seen From Far-Off Spaces
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Key Point 4—Issues Involving Wildlife and Society
Learning Objectives:

1. Understand how non-native (exotic), invasive species threaten our environment and the
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

biodiversity of many wildlife species. Understand that non-native (exotic), invasive plants impact
wildlife habitat and thus have a tremendous impact on native wildlife.
Learn about the complexities of decision-making in making land use decisions that affect wildlife,
and understand that wildlife resources are under constant pressure caused by human population
growth, environmental degradation, and habitat reduction.
Know that Wildlife species are subject to diseases resulting from exposure to microbes,
parasites, toxins, and other biological and physical agents.
Understand the terminology and factors that affect threatened and endangered wildlife species.
Know the meaning of extinct, extirpated, endangered, threatened, candidate species and
reintroduction.
Identify the characteristics that many extinct and endangered species possess, and be able to
identify many species wildlife that are endangered and threatened.
Understand the role of the Endangered Species Act in helping to conserve endangered and
threatened species. Know the organizations and agencies responsible for listing and protecting
endangered species on global, federal, state and provincial levels.

Suggested Activities:

1. Give specific examples of non-native (exotic), invasive species in your area and describe how

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

they have altered habitats, threatened ecosystems, and impacted wildlife. Explain what is being
done to increase awareness and facilitate effective prevention and management of non-native
(exotic) invasive species.
Explain the three major kinds of habitat loss. Give examples of how human activity is the biggest
threat to wildlife habitat and also discuss how people can have a positive impact on wildlife
habitat and biodiversity.
HIPPO is an acronym that represents the five major threats to biodiversity, which are caused by
human activity. Design a poster to illustrate the HIPPO concept and factors that bring about the
loss of biodiversity.
Name and describe two examples of diseases that are critically impacting Wildlife and explain
why controlling emerging wildlife diseases have become a high-priority concern in the United
States and Canada. Explain the life cycles of these diseases and how they can be transmitted to
humans.
Identify and describe factors that threaten and endanger wildlife species in your area. Explain
what actions are being taken by various agencies and interest groups to improve the chance of
survival for specific threatened and endangered species. Also, determine what practical
measures private citizens can take to assist in the recovery of threatened and endangered
species.
Select several endangered species and create a display to describe the characteristics that have
made these species more vulnerable. Discuss state, provincial and federal efforts being taken to
protect these species.
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Resources:
 Introduced Species: The Threat to Biodiversity and What Can Be Done (see
learnmorelinks at the end of article for additional information)
 National Wildlife Federation: Habitat Loss
 National Geographic Society: HIPPO, pages 7- 9
 USGS National Wildlife Health Center: Diseases of Wildlife in the United States (first
paragraph)
 This resource is to be used as a reference: USGS Vector-borne Diseases and Zoonotic
(transmitted between animals and humans) Diseases
 Defenders of Wildlife: Protection of Endangered Species
 USFW Service Endangered Species Act (ESA)
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Basic

Study Materials and Websites

Aquatics
Aquatic Ecology
Field Manual for Water Quality Monitoring -- Mitchell and Stapp
Water Quality Guide -- by Department of Ecology
Working with Wetlands -- USDA Soil Conservation Service
Soils/Land Use
Soil Biology Primer -- Soil and Water Conservation Society
Keys to Soil Taxonomy -- USDA NRCS
Early American Soil Conservationists -- USDA Soil Conservation Service
Conquest of the Land Through 7,000 Years -- USDA Soil Conservation
Service Know Your Soil -- USDA Soil Conservation Service
Know the Soil You Build On -- USDA Soil Conservation Service
Forestry
How A Tree Grows -- USDA Forest Service
Plants of the Pacific Northwest Coast -- Pojar and Mackinnon
Managing Your Woodland -- USDA Forest Service
Gardening with Native Plants -- Arthur R. Kruckeberg
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Study Materials and Websites (continued)

Wildlife
Living with Wildlife in the Pacific Northwest -- Russell Link, WDFW
Landscaping for Wildlife in the Pacific Northwest -- Russell Link,
WDFW Bugs of Washington and Oregon -- Acorn and Sheldon
Wildlife Through Soil and Water Conservation -- USDA Soil Conservation Service

Web Links
Department of Ecology -- Water Quality Program
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/wqhome.html
Washington Native Plant Society -- http://www.wnps.org/
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife -- http://www.wdfw.wa.gov/
NRCS - Tools for Educators -- http://soils.usda.gov/education/resources/k_12/tools.html
Local Conservation Districts -- http://www.scc.wa.gov/districts/list/
NCF-Envirothon -- http://www.envirothon.org
Washington State Envirothon -- www.waenvirothon.org
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WASHINGTON STATE

CONSERVATION DISTRICTS
DISTRICT
Adams

ADDRESS

Washington State
Conservation Commission
PO Box 47721
Olympia 98504-7721
360.407.6200 Fax: 360.407.6215
www.scc.wa.gov

PHONE

FAX

402 E Main, Ritzville 99169-1338

509.659.1553

509.659.1553

Asotin County

720 6th St., Ste. B, Clarkston 99403-2012

509.758.8012

509.758.7533

Benton

415 Wine County Rd., Prosser 99350-9555

509.786.1923

509.7861175

Cascadia

215 Melody Lane, Wenatchee 98801-8122

509.664.9370

509.662.1628

Central Klickitat

1107 S Columbus Ave., Goldendale 98620-9296

509.773.5823 ext 5

509.773.6046

st

Clallam

228 W. 1 Street, Ste. H, Port Angeles 98362-3018

306.452.1912 ext 5

360.452.5088

Clark

11104 NE 149th St., Bldg. C, Ste. 400, Brush Prairie 98606-9518

360.883.1987

360.885.2284

Columbia

202 S Second St., Dayton 99328-1327

509.382.4773 ext 5

509.382.4273

Cowlitz

2125 8th Ave., Longview 98632-4053

360.425.1880

360.578.0811

Eastern Klickitat

1107 S Columbia Ave., Goldendale 98620-9296

509.773.5823 ext 5

509.773.6046

Ferry

PO 1045, Republic 99166-1045

509.775.3473

509.775.3170

Foster Creek

PO Box 398, Waterville 98858-0398

509.888.6372

509.745.8758

Franklin

1533 E Spokane St., Pasco 99301-2667

509.545.8546 ext 4

509.547.2007

Grant County

1107 S. Juniper Dr., Moses Lake 98837

509.488.2802

509.488.6080

Grays Harbor

330 Pioneer Ave. W, Ste. D, Montesano 98563-4499

360.249.8532

360.249.6961

Jefferson County

205 W Patison St., Port Hadlock 98339-9751

360.385.4105

360.385.4823

King

1107 SW Grady Way, Ste. 130, Renton 98057-5217

425.282.1897

425.282.1898

Kitsap

PO Box 2472, Silverdale 98383-2472

360.337.7171

360.337.7172

Kittitas County

2211 W. Dolarway, Ste.4, Ellensburg 98926-3863

509.925.3352

888.546.825

Lewis County

1554 Bishop Rd., Chehalis 98532-8710

360.748.0083 ext 4

360.740.9745

Lincoln County

PO Box 46, Davenport 99122-0046

509.725.4181 ext 3

509.725.4515

Mason

450 W Business Park Rd., Shelton 98584-1284

360.427.9436

360.427.4396

North Yakima

1606 Perry St., Ste. C, Yakima 98902-5769

509.454.5736 ext 5

509.454.5682

Okanogan

1251 S 2nd Ave., Rm. 101, Okanogan 98840-9767

509.422.0855 ext 5

509.422.0532

Pacific

PO Box 336, South Bend 98586-0968

360.875.6735

360.875.6280

Palouse

1300 NE Henley Ct. #6, Pullman 99163-5662

509.332.4101

509.332.0459

Palouse-Rock Lake

PO Box 438, St. John 99171-0438

509.648.3680

509.648.3772

Pend Oreille

PO Box 465, Newport 99156-0280

509.447.4217

509.447.0371

Pierce

PO Box 1057, Puyallup 98371-0256

253.845.9770

253.845.4569

Pine Creek

401 S State Rt. 27, Oakesdale 99158-5001

509.285.5122

509.285.5122

Pomeroy

PO Box 468, Pomeroy 99347-0468

509.843.1998 ext 107

509.843.1168

San Juan County

350 Court St. #10, Friday Harbor 98250-7910

360.378.6621

360.378.2445

Skagit

2021 E College Way, Ste. 203, Mt. Vernon 98273-2373

360.428.4313

360.424.6172

Snohomish

528 91st Ave. NE, Ste. A, Lake Stevens 98258-2538

425.335.5634 ext 4

425.335.5024

South Douglas

PO Box 246, Waterville 98858-0246

509.745.8362

509.745.8758
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Conservation Districts (continued)

South Yakima

PO Box 1766, Zillah 98953

509.829-9025

509.829-9027

Spokane

210 North Havana, Spokane 99202-4724

509.535.7274

509.535.7410

Stevens County

232 Williams Lake Rd., Colville 99114-9638

509.685.0937 ext 3

509.684.1982

Thurston

2918 Ferguson St. SW, Ste. A, Tumwater 98512-6187

360.754.3588

360.236.0941

Underwood

PO Box 96, White Salmon 98672-0096

509.493.1936

509.493.8557

Wahkiakum

PO Box 67, Cathlamet 98612-0067

360.795.8240

360.795.8242

Walla Walla County

325 N 13th Ave., Walla Walla 99362

509.522-6340 ext 3

509.525.2811

Whatcom

6975 Hannegan Rd., Lynden 98264-9019

360.354.2035 ext 3

360.354.4678

Whidbey Island

PO Box 490, Coupeville 98239-0490

360.678.4708

360.378.2271

Whitman

805 S Vista Point Dr., Ste. 2, Colfax 99111-9565

509.397.4636 ext 3

509.397.4953
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Section III: Conservation District Information

If you are new to Envirothon, reading the previous two sections for Team Advisors will give
you an introduction and overview of the program. Section III will provide specific
information for conservation districts that wish to help promote Envirothon, including hosting
a regional or state competition.

This section contains the following:
•
•
•

How to generate community and school interest in Envirothon
How to host a regional competition
How to host a state competition

Lois Ruskell, Snohomish CD,
sounds the air horn to signal the
end of a rotation at the 2007
Northwest Regional Competition.
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Generating Interest
If the schools and community organizations in your area are not currently
participating in Envirothon, you’ll need to start by contacting them. Giving
presentations about Envirothon to the right groups of people will generate interest
and awareness, and help build partnerships for the event. Following are
recommended groups to target:
Local high schools (or middle schools with 9th graders)
Earth Corp, FFA and other natural resources club advisors
School superintendents or curriculum directors
Natural resource education coordinators
Other conservation districts
Agricultural organizations and commercial businesses
Local community service organizations
The following promotional materials can be used for these presentations:
Available on the NCF-Envirothon website: www.envirothon.org (Click on the “media center” tab.)
• NCF-Envirothon brochure
• NCF-Envirothon newsletters
Available from the Washington State Envirothon (WSE) Committee
• WSE video (DVD) (Contact the WSE chair.)
• WSE brochure (Appendix A)
• WSE fact sheets (Appendix B)
If you decide to do presentations for schools, it can be done anytime of the year to help them
prepare for the future. They usually have a curriculum in place and will need to see the information
in the team advisors’ section to know what adjustments, if any, may be necessary to participate.
If your area has many schools, you can find their contact information at
www.k12.wa.us/maps/sdmainmap.aspx, or you can request the Washington Education Directory by
contacting:
Barbara Krohn Associates
1904 3rd Avenue Ste 835 Seattle,
WA 98101-1162
206-622-3538
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Generating Interest (continued)

Schools that decide to participate in Envirothon are asked to contact their
local conservation districts. A conservation district’s level of involvement
with Envirothon usually depends on district goals and available resources.
The range of involvement may include:
•

Serving as an information conduit for schools (communicating event dates and locations)

•

Providing funds for transportation or other expenses (Districts are encouraged to pay for
transportation costs to the regional event.)

•

Assisting teachers with preparing students for competitions:
o Providing classroom presentations
o Organizing field trips
o Coordinating other speakers

•

Serving on the WSE Committee and/or helping to conduct a regional event.

•

Hosting a regional or state event.

Students confer
to identify plants at a
forestry station during
a regional competition
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Hosting a Regional Competition
If you have chosen to host a regional competition, you may already
serve on the Washington State Envirothon Committee. If not, we invite
you to join! Thank you for taking on this important task. So many
students will benefit from your district’s hosting of a regional event.
The following steps and schedule provide a helpful guideline:
September - November
Deliver information packets to the schools that have indicated interest. Include the following
items. (Samples can be found in the Appendices.)
Cover Letter (Appendix C)
Envirothon brochure or fact sheet (Appendices A and B)
Registration form (Appendix D)
Team Advisor information from this handbook (Sections I and II)
(includes rules and photo permission)
January
Establish event site. (Check on amenities: restrooms, lunch facilities, handicap access.)
Conduct first planning meeting with other local CDs and community partners. Assign roles and
responsibilities including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Station judges (2 per station) and test runners (1 per station)
Test writers
Scorekeeper
Timekeeper
Facility liaison (Porta-potties needed? AV equipment needed?)
Food coordinator (refreshments, water, lunches for volunteers)
Set up, sign posting, and clean up crew
Awards and T-shirts
Registration table
Coordinator for teacher activity and guest speaker (optional)
Master of ceremonies
Photographer
First Aid
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Hosting a Regional Competition (continued)

February
Begin test writing. (See test-writing guidelines and sample questions in Appendix E.)
Secure guest speaker. (Optional for lunchtime)
Obtain insurance rider if needed.
Order awards.
Do background checks on all volunteers. (Use the WATCH website: https://watch.wsp.wa.gov/)
March
Finalize teacher activity/continuing ed. credits.
Close team registration.
Assign team names for record keeping purposes. (Example: Cascade High #1, Cascade High #2)
(Note: During the competition, teams will be identified only by a number to ensure judges’
impartiality. “Creative names” chosen by the teams themselves are not allowed.)
Order T-shirts for all Envirothon participants.
Conduct second planning meeting to discuss progress on assigned tasks.
Conduct site visit with station judges. (Provide training for new judges.)
Create station and directional signs.
Coordinate lunches for volunteers and refreshments for all.
Develop agenda, team rotation schedule, and maps showing site location, stations, and facilities.
(See Appendix F for a sample agenda.)
Create tiebreaker question.
Send registered team advisors the following information:
• Copy of Envirothon Rules (See Section II.) (Rules must be signed and returned.)
• Maps of site location, stations, and other facilities
• Agenda and team rotation schedule
• Copy of the oral presentation score sheet (if this applies) (Appendix G)
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Hosting a Regional Competition (continued)

Late March - April
Finalize test questions and establish scorekeeping procedure.
Re-confirm everyone’s attendance and commitments (schools and volunteers).
Contact media for coverage.
Finalize food, facilities, and speaker arrangements.
Develop evaluation forms for all participants.
A Few Days Before the Event
Touch base again with media for coverage.
Double check with all volunteers and service providers.
Gather all necessary equipment/supplies. (See supply list in Appendix H.)
Make copies of all tests, maps, etc.
Prepare opening and closing remarks.
Put together packets with following items for teams to pick up at the registration table:
Nametags
Agenda and team rotation schedule
Facility map including station locations
Tiebreaker information
Evaluations
Calculators, pens & pencils
T-shirts
Day of Contest
Post direction signs and station signs.
Set up stations, registration table, refreshments, AV equipment, first aid, etc.
Take pictures or help media obtain interviews and photos.
Register winning team(s) for state event.
Post Contest
Send winning team(s) to state event. (Each CD pays the $50 registration fee for their teams.)
Write “Thank you” notes.
Send press releases announcing winners.
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Hosting a State Competition
The state competition is usually held in early-mid May. This window
allows time for regional events to be completed, but doesn’t conflict with
late May events such as the FFA state contest. The state competition is
very similar in structure to the regional competition, however, it is a twoday, overnight event, and the following additional points should be noted:
Schedule
See Appendix I for a sample state competition schedule.
Grants (A sample budget can be found in Appendix J.)
One of the incentives for hosting a state competition is the grant money available to your district
to help with expenses, including staff time. Following are the Envirothon grants available:
WSCC Grant: The Washington State Conservation Commission typically provides funding for
expenses to hold the State Envirothon Competition. This covers camp expenses and meals, some
supplies, staff time and travel.
WCS Grant: Typically, the Washington Conservation Society has been providing $500 a
year toward the State Envirothon expenses.
Other: Each hosting district can receive grant funds from other sources as well as
contributions from their own district budget. The Envirothon Committee
continues to seek funding from other sources throughout the year.
Selecting a Location
The following additional considerations should be made:
Accessibility (Higher altitudes may not be appropriate due to late spring weather.)
Size (needs to house 150+ people)
Number of rest rooms and showers
Eating, sleeping, and meeting arrangements (heated rooms? Boys and girls separated)
Appropriateness for four stations and oral presentations
Provisions for poor weather
Emergency medical care accessibility
Parking and unloading arrangements
Other users at the facility (preferably none)
Potential safety hazards (e.g., cliffs, swift streams, etc.)
Availability (should not be scheduled for a Monday or Friday)
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Hosting a State Competition (continued)

Registration Form and Team Packets
The registration form needs to include a space for advisors to indicate special dietary
needs, if any, of participants.
Because the State competition is an overnight event, packets mailed out to teachers
should include a list of items to bring including sleeping bags, flashlights, etc.
Additional Tasks for Planning Committee
Establish tracking for registrations, cabin assignments, and meal duty assignments.
Plan an orientation tour, highlighting flora and fauna.
Create a three-hour time period in the agenda for teams to prepare their oral
presentations; the specific topic for the presentation will be announced for the first time
during this preparation period. Arrange for a speaker; bring flip charts, felt pens,
transparencies, etc. Also, ensure supervision during preparation time, and always use the
same judges for all presentations.
Remind teachers of their responsibility to chaperone students during all times except oral
presentation preparation and testing times.

A 2013 State Competition
competitor takes measurements at
the soil station
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Section IV: Appendices

This section contains the following appendices:
A. Washington State Envirothon Brochure
B. Washington State Envirothon Sample Fact Sheets
C. Cover Letter for Fall Teacher Packet (mail-out to interested schools)
D. Registration Form for Envirothon Competitions
E. Test Writing Guidelines
F. Sample Schedule for Regional Competition
G. Oral Presentation Scoring Sheet
H. Supply List for Envirothon Competitions
I. Sample Schedule for State Competition
J. Sample Budget for State Competition
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Appendix A: Envirothon Brochure
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The Envirothon mission is accomplished by
developing in young people an understanding
of the principles and practices of natural
resource management and ecology and through
practice dealing with complex resource
management decisions. The following goals
and objectives are used as a guide to develop
effective curricula, educational resources, and
testing scenarios.

Envirothon History

Envirothon was started in 1979 by three
Pennsylvania soil and water conservation
districts. By 1988, over 40 conservation districtsponsored teams competed in the first national
contest. In 1997, Canon U.S.A., Inc. began
supporting the Envirothon and, in 1999,
changed its role to title sponsor. In 2013, with
the loss of Canon as title sponsor, The National
Conservation Foundation began restructuring
the program and is now known as the NCFEnvirothon.
Today, teams from nearly every state and Canada
(over 500,000 students) compete in local
competitions, and winning teams participate in
the North American Envirothon competition.

NAE-Envirothon Mission

“to develop knowledgeable, skilled, and dedicated
citizens who have an understanding of natural
resources and are willing and prepared to work
towards achieving and maintaining a natural
balance between the quality of life and the quality
of the environment.”

GOAL 1:
To promote a desire to learn more about the
natural environment and equip students with the
knowledge and skills needed to apply the basic
principles and practices of resource management
and ecology to complex environmental issues.
GOAL 2:
To promote stewardship of natural resources and
to encourage the development of the critical
thinking, cooperative problem-solving, and
decision-making skills required to achieve and
maintain a natural balance between the quality of
life and the quality of the environment.
GOAL 3:
To provide students with experience in
environmentally-oriented activities, enabling
them to become environmentally-aware, actionoriented citizens.

Download Envirothon’s excellent study guide and
curriculum guidelines at:

www.envirothon.org

For more details on Washington State
Envirothon or to request a planning
guide, visit the WSE website:

www.waenvirothon.org

Washington State Envirothon

Envirothon Goals and Objectives

Education
Today
Conservation
Leaders
Tomorrow
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What is Envirothon?

Envirothon is the largest natural resource
competition for high school students in the U.S.
and Canada. In most states/provinces, Envirothon
is co-sponsored by conservation districts and other
resource agencies.
Teams of students are tested on their
understanding of soils/land uses, forests, wildlife,
aquatic ecology, and current environmental issues
by rotating through five field stations where they
take part in hands-on problem solving, short
written tests, and an oral presentation.
Envirothon offers a fun way to extend learning
through a competitive spirit, and it provides the
winning teams a chance to continue on to state
and international competitions. Envirothon
participants are also eligible for scholarships.

How Do Teams Prepare?
Envirothon fit into most high school courses
and are often taught during class time. Many
teams, however, meet after class to practice
their skills. A description of the knowledge
and skills needed to successfully compete can
be found on the NCF-Envirothon website:

www.envirothon.org

How Do Teams Register?
2014 State Winners: Tacoma Science and Math Institute

Competition Time Frame

Regional Competitions
Washington State Envirothon
NCF-Envirothon

March - May
Late May
Late July

Contact your local conservation district or
the Washington State Envirothon chair to
find out when/where your regional
competition will be and how to register.

www.waenvirothon.org
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Appendix B: Washington State Envirothon
Sample Fact Sheets
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Envirothon Fact Sheet

What?
Envirothon is a problem-solving natural resource competition for high school students in the U.S. and Canada.
In most states and provinces, Envirothon is co-sponsored by local conservation districts and cooperating State,
Federal and Provincial resource agencies. Teams are tested on their knowledge of:
Soils/Land Use

Forestry

Wildlife

Aquatic Ecology

Current Environmental Issue: 2012 issue - “Nonpoint Source Pollution/Low Impact Development”
How?
Students visit five “in-the-field” test stations, staffed by career professionals, where written, oral, and hands-on
problem solving is required along with formulating a strategy for increasing public awareness. Education in a
fun, hands-on experience is the main purpose behind this event, along with a competitive spirit for
scholarship opportunities.
Objectives
Participants gain a deeper knowledge of the following:
 The effect individual actions have on environmental problems;
 The interactions and inter-dependencies of our environment;
 Current environmental issues: 2012 – Nonpoint Source Pollution/Low Impact Development;
 The agencies available to assist them in resource protection concerns;
 The need to become environmentally-aware, action-oriented adults.
Contests
Winning teams from local and regional competitions around the state will compete in a state Envirothon
competition in May. The NCF-Envirothon competition in July will involve winners of state/provincial
competitions.
Timeline
April 18, 2012

NW Washington Regional Contest
Tennant Lake Interpretive Center – Ferndale, WA
Hosted by Whatcom Conservation District

Late May, 2012

Washington State Envirothon Competition
YMCA Camp-Lake Wenatchee, hosted by Okanogan Conservation District

July 22 –

North America Envirothon Competition
Susquehanna University
Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania

Aug 28, 2012

History
Envirothon was started in 1979 by three Pennsylvania soil and water conservation districts. By 1988, the idea
had caught on and the first national contest was held. Forty-nine teams competed in the 2001 NCF-Envirothon
held in Mississippi.
More Info and Resources
Contact the NCF-Envirothon – www.envirothon.org or Washington State Envirothon – www.waenvirothon.org

Whatcom CD – Regional Event Contact – Kate Lamson – (360) 354-2035
Okanogan CD – State Event Contact – Kirsten Cook - (509) 422-0855 ext. 100
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Washington State Envirothon*
What is Envirothon?
Envirothon is the largest natural resource
competition for high school students in the
U.S. and Canada. In most states and/or
provinces, Envirothon is co-sponsored by
conservation districts and other resource
agencies.
Who may participate?

Students examine a soil profile.

Students in grades 9-12 are invited to form teams of five to enter
competitions. Public schools, private schools, and home schools are all
welcome to participate.
How are competitions structured?
Working as a team, students demonstrate their understanding of soils,
forestry, wildlife, aquatic ecology, and a current environmental issue as they
rotate through 5 field stations. Stations include problem-solving, written
answers, and oral presentations.
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When and where do Envirothon competitions take place?
Regional competitions usually take place between March and May. The
locations vary, but are generally centered in northern, central, and southern
areas of the state on both sides of the Cascades.
The State competition usually takes place in early to mid-May. Its location
rotates among eastern, central, and western Washington.
The NCF-Envirothon usually takes place in July. Its location rotates
throughout different regions in North America.
Why participate in Envirothon?
• Envirothon competitions offer a fun,
competitive, hands-on, team-based
approach to learning about our natural
resources.
• Envirothon learning objectives are
integrated with the National Standards
and students are challenged by real
world problems.
• Envirothon helps to create good critical
thinkers, good team players, and good
stewards of our Earth’s resources.

2014 State Champions
Tacoma Science and Math Institute

NCF-Envirothon Mission:
“to develop knowledgeable, skilled, and dedicated citizens who have an
understanding of natural resources and are willing and prepared to work
towards achieving and maintaining a balance between the quality of life and
the quality of the environment.”

*Washington State Envirothon is a 501 (c) (3) organization.
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Appendix C: Cover Letter for Fall Teacher Packet
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Dear Team Advisors,
It is time to plan for the annual NW Washington Regional Envirothon competition which is open
to teams of 9th-12th graders from Snohomish, Skagit, King, and Whatcom Counties. Since you
have indicated interest in this event, we are sending you an information packet and hope that you
will join us in this exciting opportunity for students to extend their learning about natural
resources.
Date:
Time:
Location:
Current Issue Topic:
Registration Cut-off Date:
This one-day event is timed as students rotate through five stations, with refreshments and
participant t-shirts provided. The competition lasts for 2-3 hours, followed by lunch
(provided or bring your own?) and awards, which are announced before teams leave for
home. Teams consist of 3 to 5 students active in environmental studies, agriculture, 4-H or
FFA, Earth Service Corps, chemistry, biology, or other related disciplines.
Included in this mailing is a Team Advisor Packet containing more information about what the
Envirothon is, how the competition works, rules, and registration forms. The NCF-Envirothon
website, www.envirothon.org has an abundance of information and study materials to prepare for
the competition.
What a great opportunity for students to compete in a team setting, meet people who work in
environmental-related careers, and to have a good time while learning more about environmental
topics! We hope you will consider fielding a team this year. If you are unable to do so, please
pass this letter to another faculty member, teaching assistant, parent, or other appropriate
person at your school! I’ll be happy to send more copies of this information to anyone who
requests it.
Sincerely,
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Appendix D: Registration Form
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Washington State Envirothon (YEAR)
Registration Form
High School________________________ Advisor____________________
Address___________________________________________________________
Telephone #______________________________________
Conservation District______________________________
Team Captain__________________________________
Team Member
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
Alternate (one only)
______________________

M/F
___
___
___
___
___

Grade
________
________
________
________
________

Tee Shirt Size
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

___ _________ _____________

Advisor name ____________________ Shirt size ________
NOTE: Bring an extra copy of the medical release form for each student to the
competition (this copy will be turned in to the officials).
Advisor's summer address: Name _________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
City, Zip__________________________________
Telephone #_______________________________
Email ____________________________________
I have read the Washington State Envirothon rules, understand them and agree to
abide by them. This form is true and complete to the best of my knowledge.
_____________________________________
Advisor Name (please print)
_____________________________________
Advisor Signature

__________________
Date

Return completed form by (date) to: __________ Conservation District and contact info
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Appendix E: Test Writing Guidelines
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Guidelines for Writing Envirothon Questions
TOPICS COVERED IN THIS SECTION
Introduction
What information (subject content) is the student expected to know?
What types of questions are used in the Envirothon competition?
What makes an excellent question?
How are answers graded?
Final checklist for evaluating the quality of test questions
Sample questions from past competitions

INTRODUCTION
Each year, community members assisting with the Envirothon are asked to develop the
questions used for the annual competition. This ensures that, although students are tested
on the same content each year, the actual questions are different for each competition.
It is important that the questions be challenging yet unambiguous and easy to grade. The
following information will assist you in developing excellent Envirothon questions.
WHAT INFORMATION IS THE STUDENT EXPECTED TO KNOW?
The Envirothon competition day is made up of five stations: aquatic ecology, wildlife,
forestry, soils/land-use, and a current issue station. Students accumulate points based on
their performances at each station; they can earn up to 100 points at each of the first four
stations, and up to 200 points at the current issue station. Students and their teachers
spend a number of weeks preparing for the event, guided by the following learning
objectives for the Envirothon program:
GOAL 1:
To promote a desire to learn more about the natural environment and equip students with
the knowledge and skills needed to apply the basic principles and practices of resource
management and ecology to complex environmental issues.
a. Students should be able to demonstrate a basic knowledge of concepts in natural
resource management and ecology, especially in the areas of soils/land use, aquatic
ecology, forestry, wildlife, and current issues.
b. Students should be able to analyze soils/land use, aquatic ecology, forestry, wildlife,
and current issues in problem-solving activities involving resource issues.
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GOAL 2:
To promote stewardship of natural resources and to encourage the development of the
critical thinking, cooperative problem-solving, and decision-making skills required to
achieve and maintain a natural balance between the quality of life and the quality of the
environment.
a. Students should be able to identify environmental issues in a given situation and the
various interests involved, while taking into consideration ecological, social, and
economic factors.
b. Students should be able to investigate issues using both primary and secondary sources
of information and synthesize the data gathered. Additionally, students should
demonstrate the ability to:
Listen with comprehension;
Collect, organize, and analyze information;
Frame appropriate questions to guide their investigation;
Use a range of resources and technologies in addressing questions; and
Critically examine information from a variety of sources.
c. Students should be able to assess the nature of information and materials from a variety
of different viewpoints and evaluate their implications.
d. Students should be able to identify alternative solutions for various issues and their
associated value perspectives. They should be able to evaluate alternative solutions
with respect to their ecological and cultural implications. Additionally, the alternative
solutions generated should attempt to take into consideration the variety of interests
involved, while maintaining a healthy environment.
e. Students should be able to identify and evaluate their own position on environmental
issues and their associated solutions. These positions should be based on balanced
information, critical analysis, and careful synthesis. Moreover, students should be able
to test their position against new information, personal experiences and beliefs.
f. Students should be able to evaluate the interaction of the proposed solution with other
ecological and social factors and anticipate having to plan ahead when evaluating the
long and short-term implications of possible solutions to environmental problems.
GOAL 3:
To provide students with experience in environmentally-oriented activities, enabling
them to become environmentally-aware, action-oriented citizens.
a. Students should have knowledge of a wide range of action strategies involved in
seeking solutions to environmental problems.
b. Students should have a knowledge of agencies and organizations that can be used as
resources to seek solutions to environmental problems.
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c. Students should be able to evaluate the impact of their own actions affecting a
particular environmental problem and devise alternative actions to work towards
improving environmental conditions.

Percentage of Questions per Category:
The content of questions written for station tests can fall into many categories. Some of
these categories may include current resource issues, technical skills and management
planning. One way to break down a station test to more efficiently test student knowledge
across all categories and all topics has been charted below:
Category
% of Questions on EACH STATION TEST
Terminology
5%
Identification
10%
Equipment/Career Information
5%
BMP and Management Planning
25%
Overall Importance of the Resource
5%
Problem Solving and Technical Skills
50%

Suggested reference materials guidelines:
1. All reference materials must be easy to access. Online reference materials
are preferable.
2. Make sure reference materials provided are specific and not too overwhelming. It
is unnecessary to have student read an entire textbook on a particular topic.
3. Online references MUST be provided for all NCF-Envirothon Goals and Objectives.
In addition, the Host Committee will identify additional online references for
any unique goals and objectives focused on at that particular competition.
4. The Teaching/Learning Day should not be the first time students see a particular
skill demonstrated or a particular topic referred to. Reference material to support
the NCF-Envirothon Goals and Objectives would eliminate ‘teaching to the test’ on
the teaching day.

WHAT TYPES OF QUESTIONS ARE USED
IN THE ENVIROTHON COMPETITION?
There are two basic types of questions: (1) Hands-on, site-specific questions in which
students use the station’s surrounding environment and tools to answer questions, and (2)
written questions.
Hands-on, site-specific questions:
One of the outstanding aspects of the Envirothon competition is its emphasis on handson, problem solving activities such as site assessment. The intent is to encourage
Envirothon tests that make the most of testing sites while actively involving participants.
Since Envirothons are held outdoors, you should be developing tests that relate to that
setting rather than a test that could just as easily be given in a classroom. The best way to
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do this is to visit the test station site. Following are examples of site-specific questions.
In time you will come to recognize them as the backbone of many station tests. The result
of these hands-on activities can also be referred to in later questions by asking teams to
interpret and apply the results:
Soils/Land Use:
1. Use a soil-judging sheet to rate the soil characteristics. (The results of the soil
description can then be utilized in a problem-solving question regarding the meaning
of the soil description related to the suitability of various land uses.)
2. Use the “tools of the trade”- clinometers, augers, color charts, test kits, and meters.
3. Determine soil type by ribboning or use of particle screens.
4. Quickly and effectively locate needed information in a soil survey.
5. Determine land use class.
6. Identify wetland indicators.
7. Identify landform at site.
8. Determine permeability of soil.
9. Identify drainage class, depth to bedrock, depth of rooting.
10. Measure thickness of topsoil, subsoil.
11. Analyze soil structure and texture.
12. Using soil survey:
-- Identify hydrologic soil group
-- Analyze chemical properties of soil
-- Estimate erosion potential
-- Identify soil-mapping unit
-- Evaluate soil type for its suitability for crops and pasture, woodland
productivity, wildlife habitat, recreation, building site development and
sanitary facilities
Wildlife: (An excellent resource for these kinds of questions is the Wildlife Habitat
Evaluation Handbook developed by the National 4-H.)
1. Assess the suitability of a habitat for a given wildlife species (when given a fact sheet
on that animal).
2. Suggest management practices for this site that would improve habitat for a given
range of species.
3. Identify signs of wildlife.
4. Cite examples of food chains based on specific site conditions.
5. Analyze/Interpret site factors that limit or enhance population growth, both in the field
and with aerial photos.
6. Interpret significance of habitat alteration due to human impacts on site.
7. Evaluate factors that might upset ecological balance of specific site.
8. Use field guides to identify wildlife by their tracks, skulls, pelts, etc.
9. Interpret how presence of wildlife serves as an indicator of environmental quality.
10. Identify common wildlife food.
11.Assess the amount of edge and size in acres in one successional stage.
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Aquatic Ecology:
1. Assess water quality using pH meter, Secchi disk, turbidity tube, thermometer,
chemical test kits, etc.
2. Identify macroinvertebrates & vertebrates taken from a stream or pond using a key or
field guide.
3. Compare water samples taken from different parts of wetland, stream or pond.
4. Make inferences about water quality based on species diversity.
5. Complete a portion of a wetlands determination / SQM-water quality form.
6. Assess physical components of a stream using a stream reach screening tool.
7. Identify existing non-point source management practices in place or
make recommendations for other site-specific best management
practices.
8. Use hand lenses, microscopes and field guides to identify plankton or algae samples,
submerged, emergent or floating plants, or terrestrial plants (riparian trees & shrubs).
9. Define a watershed of a water body given a topo map.
Forestry:
1. Identify common trees without a key and unusual species through the use of a key.
2. Use appropriate tools and measuring devices to determine tree diameter and
height, log measurement, available board feet, crown spread, cordwood volume.
3. Use appropriate charts and tables to calculate number of feet per acre needed
for planting at any given spacing.
4. Use current timber price list to calculate state stumpage value of specific trees.
5. Use aerial photos to compare land use changes over time.
6. Identify trees that could be thinned or trees to be saved as a wildlife tree, etc.
Written Questions:
A variety of written questions should be used on Envirothon tests, including fill in the
blank/short answer, matching, and, of course, multiple choice, however, true/false
questions are not allowed on Envirothon tests. Written questions can refer to sitespecific conditions at the test station or to other information covered by Envirothon
learning objectives.
Multiple Choice Questions:
Multiple-choice questions involve a statement or question (the "stem"), followed by
several alternative responses. One of these responses is the answer; the others are
distracters. There should be a maximum of 5 alternative responses.
Multiple choice questions allow the instructor to:
• evaluate learning in any content area
• evaluate learning at all cognitive levels
• grade more easily
• assess more content information in a shorter period of time
• reduce ambiguity and decrease the chance of scoring bias
• prepare learners for standardized tests.
On the negative side, multiple-choice questions are difficult and time consuming to
construct, especially when assessing at higher levels of thinking. And they do not
evaluate how well students are able to communicate their understanding. Considering the
number of tests that must be graded in a short period of time, however, multiple choice
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questions can be scored much more quickly. Here are suggestions for writing multiplechoice questions:
1. The stem should not be written in the form of an unfinished sentence. It should be
meaningful by itself and ask a question (who, what, where, when, why, how, which) or
present a problem.
Bad example: The natural soil drainage class of this soil is:
A. Excessively well drained
B. Well drained
C. Well drained, wet substratum
D. Somewhat poorly drained
E. Poorly drained
Good example: Which of the following best describes this soil's natural soil drainage
class? (same response choices)
2. Avoid using negative questions or statements in the stem or response, as they tend to
be ambiguous and confusing.
Bad example: Which swan is not considered to be a true wild swan but an exotic bird?
A. Whistling Swan
B. Trumpeter Swan
C. Mute Swan
D. None of the above
Good example: Which swan is considered to be an exotic bird, not a true wild swan?
A. Mute Swan
B. Trumpeter Swan
C. Tundra Swan
D. Whistling Swan
3. Do not give grammatical clues to the correct answer. Using the article "a" or "an" at
the end of a stem indicates whether the answer starts with a vowel or consonant.
Bad Example: The tree marked with a red flag is an:
A. Norway Spruce
B. Austrian Pine
C. White Pine
D. Pin Oak
Good example: Identify the tree marked with the red flag from the list below.
(Same answer choices)
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4. Write stems that have only one correct answer, but make the distracters plausible.
Write the correct response first, then generate 3-4 reasonable alternatives.
Write alternative responses of roughly equal length and parallel construction.
Arrange the alternative responses in alphabetical order to avoid establishing a pattern.
Bad example: Now found in every county in Ohio, this common predator has extended
its range to the east coast in recent years.
A. Polar bear
B. Alligator
C. Coyote
D. Lion
Good example: What common predator, now found in every county in Ohio, has
extended its range to the east coast in recent years.
A. Badger
B. Black bear
C. Coyote
D. Marmot
5. Use the responses "all of the above" or "none of the above" sparingly or not at all.
6. Place the entire item (stem and alternative responses) on the same page. Use upper
case letters before each of the responses.
7. Make a deliberate effort to stress comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation when you write questions. Guard against writing too many knowledge-level
questions. (See Bloom’s Taxonomy in the next section).
Bad example: The soil at this site has developed from which of the following?
A. Bedrock
B. Glacial outwash
C. Lacustrine sediments
D. Glacial till
Good example: If a septic tank absorption field were installed at this site, which soil
feature would be most restrictive and likely to cause groundwater
pollution problems?
A. Depth to bedrock
B. Seasonal wetness or drainage
C. Slow subsoil permeability
D. Underlying sand and gravel
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Matching Questions:
Matching items are objective and will test the relationship between a term and its
definition. In general, matching items consist of a column of stimuli presented on the left
side of the exam page and a column of responses placed on the right side of the page.
Students are required to match the response associated with a given stimulus.
Some relationships that might be tested with a matching exercise are:
1) Historical events and dates
2) Tools and their uses
3) Problems and their solutions
4) Elements and their symbols
5) Causes and their effects
6) Drawings and their interpretations
Matching questions allow the instructor to:
• evaluate learning in any content area
• test for associations and recognition of facts
• test for complex learning (especially concepts)
• grade more easily
• reduce ambiguity and decrease the chance of scoring bias
On the negative side, it is difficult to write reliable matching items, and this type of
question can be subject to guessing. Here are suggestions for writing matching questions:
1. Include directions, which clearly state the kind of relationship you are testing, and
the basis for matching the stimuli with the responses. Explain whether or not a
response can be used more than once and indicate where to write the answer.
Good example: Match the following. On the line to the left of each identifying
characteristic in Column I, write the letter of the soil in Column II that is
best defined. Each soil type in Column II may be used more than once.

2. Use only homogeneous material in matching items.
Bad example: Match the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Water
Discovered Radium
Salt
Year of the 1st nuclear fission by man
Ammonia

a. NaCl
b. Fermi
c. NHS
d. H20
e. 1942
f. Curie

3. Arrange the list of responses in some systematic order if possible (e.g., chronological,
alphabetical).
4. Avoid grammatical or other clues to the correct response.
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5. Keep matching items brief, limiting the list of stimuli to fewer than 10.
6. Include more responses than questions to help prevent answering through the
process of elimination. One of the lists should be approximately 2 or 3 items
longer than the other list. This makes it difficult to mark correct matches by the
process of elimination.
7. When possible, reduce the amount of reading time by including only short phrases
or single words in the response list.
Fill In The Blank/Short Answer Questions:
Fill in the Blank questions require the student to answer a question or to finish an
incomplete statement by filling in a blank with the correct word or phrase.
Fill in the Blank/Short Answer questions allow the instructor to:
• Provide a wide sampling of content
• Can efficiently measure lower levels of cognitive ability
• Can minimize guessing as compared to multiple choice
On the negative side, fill in the blank/short answer questions can be ambiguous and can
be difficult to construct so that the desired response is clearly indicated. They can be
difficult to score if the question allows two possible correct answers. However, blind
guessing is eliminated. Following are some suggestions for writing fill-in-the-blank
questions:
1. Omit only significant words from the statement.
2. Do not omit so many words from the statement that the intended meaning is lost.
3. Avoid grammatical or other clues to the correct response, such as: a, an, he, she.
4. Be sure to list in the answer rubric, all possible CORRECT answers. (See section on
Grading)
5. To minimize answer clues for Fill In the Blank, make the blanks of equal length.
6. When possible, delete words at the end of the statement after the student has been
given a clearly defined problem.
7. Avoid lifting text from study materials or other resources to avoid memorized answers.
8. Limit the desired response to a single word or phrase.
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WHAT MAKES AN EXCELLENT QUESTION?
The previous section offered some ideas for correctly developing different types of
written questions. However, the most important factor in writing test questions is
whether a question encourages problem solving, or application of knowledge or a skill
which demonstrates the understanding of a concept. (Sometimes the only practical way
to test for certain information is a recall-type question, but they should makeup only a
small part of a station’s test questions.)
It cannot be overemphasized that you should avoid questions that just require rote
regurgitation of the facts. When you write a fact-based question, ask yourself: “Is
knowing this fact important for understanding the subject?” An example of a question
that is NOT very productive would be:
Question: How many lakes in the state have been affected by acid rain?
a. 100
b. 500
c. 1000
A better question is one that takes the knowledge presented to the student and asks them
to apply it to answer the question. A sample of this would be:
Question (3 pts): For each pair of situations, circle the lake that is more likely to be
affected by acid rain. Circle one in each pair:
A high altitude lake OR a lake at lower elevations
A lake with granite bedrock OR a lake with a limestone bedrock
A lake with deep soils OR a lake with shallow soils
Questions that teach a new concept and then ask the students to apply that concept are
valuable in that the students learn something new while also being tested for their
problem-solving ability. An example of this follows:
Question (3 pts): Fish continue to grow as they age, and their scales grow as the fish
grow. This allows fisheries biologists to age fish by the pattern of the rings similar to the
way foresters age a tree. Closely spaced rings are laid down in winter when growth is
slow. In spring and summer the rings are further apart. The fish scale shown at this
station is from a White Perch, a spring spawning species that was collected in July. How
many winters had this fish lived?
Bloom’s Taxonomy:
A useful tool for developing any kind of curriculum or test question is “Bloom’s
Taxonomy,” a system for categorizing levels of thinking, developed by Benjamin Bloom.
Educators (and Envirothon question writers) should engage students in Bloom’s “higher
levels” of thinking (levels 2-6 below).
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1. Knowledge
2. Comprehension
3. Application

4. Analysis
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation

Knowledge Level
This level of questioning requires students to remember information they have already
learned. Students are not asked to use this information in any way. Tested information
may include factual data, definitions or observations. Words used to write knowledgelevel questions include:
When Where Who What Define
Knowledge level questions do not test in-depth understanding and should be used
sparingly when constructing NCF-Envirothon test questions.
Comprehension Level
This type of question asks students to consider factual information they have learned and
interpret it. Students are required to make comparisons and interpret graphs, tables, charts
and even cartoons. Words used to write comprehension-level questions include:
Compare Contrast Describe Show Explain
Application Level
Application level questions require students to give solutions to problems.
Words used to write application-level questions include:
Solve Which Use Classify Choose How much What is
Analysis Level
These types of higher level thinking questions test how deep a student’s understanding of
information. A student must show understanding of the parts to an entire concept.
Phrases used in analysis questions include:
Analyze Support Provide evidence Identify reasons Why Provide conclusions
Synthesis Level
These types of questions do not have only one correct answer or perspective. Students are
required to analyze information and give explanations. The NCF-Envirothon Oral
Competition Problem is an example of a synthesis problem in which teams are required
to comprehend concepts, apply solutions and analyze information.
Phrases used in synthesis questions include:
Write Predict Develop Design Synthesize Produce Solve Devise Construct
Evaluation Level
This level of Bloom’s Taxonomy tests the most complex level of thought process. As in
synthesis questions, these types of questions do not have one correct answer. These types
of questions ask students to make judgments on ideas, solutions, methods or even
products. Answers that provide reasons for the evaluation demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of the topic, requiring the use of all the previous levels of thought
processes. Phrases used in evaluation questions include:
Assess Decide Judge Argue What is your opinion Appraise
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Readability:
In addition to making sure that students are operating at a higher level of thinking, a good
Envirothon question must be readable.
When writing test questions, consider reducing possible reading difficulties that could
keep students from demonstrating what they know about science. You may consider
using diagrams and illustrations to make the test questions clearer. The following
checklist is one system for rating questions to determine suitability for a particular group
of students (“Test Item Readability Checklist’ by Rakow and Gee, 1987).
Rate the questions using the following system:
5 – Excellent 4 – Good 3 – Adequate 2 – Poor 1 – Unacceptable NA – Not
applicable
1. Students would likely have the experiences and prior knowledge necessary
to understand what the question calls for.
2. The vocabulary is appropriate for the intended grade level.
3. Sentence complexity is appropriate for the intended grade level.
4. Definitions and examples are clear and understandable.
5. The required reasoning skills are appropriate for the students’ cognitive level.
6. Relationships are made clear through precise, logical connectives.
7. Content within items is clearly organized.
8. Graphs, illustrations, and other graphic aids facilitate comprehension.
9. The questions are clearly framed.
10. The content of items is of interest to the intended audience.

HOW ARE ANSWERS GRADED?
It is strongly recommended that each page of the test be graded by the same judge to
insure consistency in scoring. You should have people checking their work and the
addition of points to be sure, but if judge ‘A’ grades page 1, that judge should grade all
page 1’s.
Because time is critical in all aspects during a competition, grading short answer
questions consistently across all tests is extremely important. Developing a rubric for
short answer questions is one way to make it easier on station captains while establishing
grading consistency. It is important to include the point value on each test question.
A rubric is a point scale (example: 5 point scale), and the corresponding answers that
make up this scale. Below is an example of a test question and its rubric:
Question (4 pts): Explain why the Red Cedar River may recharge the area’s aquifers at
the highest water level or drain area aquifers at the lowest water levels.
Answer: A seasonal water budget simply shows how water flows from higher elevations
to lower. During high river levels, the top of the aquifer is lower and water goes into the
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area aquifer. During lowest river levels, the top of the aquifer is above the river and the
aquifer flows into the river, making the river both a recharge and discharge area.
Rubric: Four points: 1 point for each aspect; a) at high river levels, water goes into
aquifer and b) at low river levels, aquifer flows into river. 2 points for c) designating the
river as both a recharge and discharge area.
When developing an objective scoring system to a fill-in-the blank format or a short
essay, define a range of acceptable answers or list all the elements that would be included
in a well-rounded answer and distribute the points among them. Some examples of
rubrics for short answer questions are as follows:
Question (3 pts): Is this site suitable habitat for the Red Wolf? Why or why not?
Answer: This site is not suitable habitat for the Red Wolf because its major food sources
(white-tailed deer, raccoon, hares) cannot survive here.
Rubric: Three points: 2 points for determining if the site is suitable Red Wolf habitat and
b) 1 point for the explanation why.
Question (8 pts): Wildlife management planning for a given area is based on the goals of
the landowner and the many different need of wildlife for survival. Imagine a landowner
would like to increase songbirds in the area around the station. List FIVE management
practices that the landowner could implement to achieve this goal. You will be scored on
how well your answer matches the goal of increasing songbirds and to what extent
you cover all the basic survival needs of the songbirds.
The scoring rubric for this would have 1 point each for including these aspects of wildlife
needs: food, shelter, water. One point (up to a maximum of 5) will be awarded for each
unique practice that would help achieve the goal of increasing the songbird population.
CAUTION: In these kinds of questions it is especially important that you give the
students a clear understanding of the grading criteria (as in the bold type above). It is
important when asking open-ended questions that students understand what is expected
of them or the question may be more confusing and frustrating than instructive.
An example of a rubric for a test question using a map is as follows:
Question (4 pts): Given the topo map of
, define the watershed of
.
An objective way to grade such a question is to set up specific criteria for awarding
points. If the example above is worth 4 points, values can be awarded as follows:
Answer: Topographic map has watershed boundary drawn on it.
Rubric: 4 points:
-- 1 point for having the watershed boundary around the body of water
-- 1 point for boundary line through the mountain peaks around the body of water
-- 1 point for boundary lines drawn generally at right angles to the contour lines
-- 1 point for the watershed boundary that matched map in the answer key
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Rubrics help the test graders to look for key answers and then assigns points for each of
those answers. Many times there can be more than one answer, and this is the most
important reason to have the station captains (who are experts in their fields) grade
unusual answers to prevent incorrect scoring.

FINAL CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING QUALITY OF TEST QUESTIONS
Are there any True/False questions on any portion of any test?
Are Rubrics clearly written for each test question?
Are there point values assigned and visible next to each test question?
Have questions been formulated using the higher levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy?
For Fill-In-The-Blank/Short Answer questions, does the Rubric contain as many
correct answers as possible?
Does each test question give information, in specific terms, on the number of
requested answers?
Have reference materials been provided for each objective?
Is each station test within recommended Category Breakdown?
Do all the station test questions combined exhibit a 30% overall Site Specific
percentage of questions?
SAMPLE QUESTIONS FROM PAST ENVIROTHON COMPETITIONS
Here are some sample test questions from past Envirothon Competitions. These sample
questions come from station tests. At the national level, a minority of questions is site
specific, with the majority of test questions focused on the study materials posted on the
web, and in study packets prepared by the Host Team.
Forestry Station Sample Test Questions:
Notes to test writers: provide background information on measurements in both
centimeters and inches. For nationals, questions must be applicable to BOTH Canada and
the United States.
1. ( pts) Identify the following trees by their common name without the use of a key.
Answer depends on the site and the trees chosen by the station captain.
Two-points for each tree correctly identified. Station captain’s discretion as to the
number of trees to be identified and to what degree of accuracy is required e.g. maple
versus the more specific identification of sugar maple.
2. (2 pts) Name two of the functions of roots.
Roots serve as structure and support to hold the tree up, to absorb water and nutrients,
they actively transport amino acids, and roots provide storage.
Two-point question: a) one point for each correct function that is listed.
3. (4 pts) What are two benefits to maintaining riparian zones when harvesting timber
near a stream?
Maintaining riparian corridors provides habitat cover for animals to move along the
water, helps to moderate water temperature, prevents erosion and sedimentation of the
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stream, and maintains aesthetics.
Four-point question: a) two-points for each benefit
4. (3 pts) From a biodiversity point of view describe the main disadvantage of
establishing a pine plantation. Why doesn’t this encourage biodiversity?
A pine plantation is usually a monoculture with one type of tree species and usually at
one age. This can limit the amount of biodiversity that exists there because it is not as
complex an ecosystem (relatively speaking) as other mixed stands of trees.
Three-point question: a) two points for it being a monoculture and b) one point for it
limiting biodiversity
5. (4 pts) How does the diversity of an animal population relate to maintaining a forest
with a high diversity of plants and trees at a variety of ages? Give two reasons.
Diversity of animals increases as the complexity of an ecosystem increases. A wider
variety of plant and tree species provides a broader base of food and habitat for more
species of animals.
Four point question: a) two points for the complexity of the forest encouraging
biodiversity and b) two points for a broader base of food in a forest with a high diversity
of tree species.
6. ( pts) Use a clinometer to determine the height of the designated tree(s).
Answer depends on the tree or trees chosen by the station captain.
The point scheme is dependent on what the site captain sets up. The development of a
sliding point scale based on the accuracy of the measurement would provide partial credit
instead of having this question be an all or non-situation.
Assumption: a clinometer is available for the students to use and the station captain is
able to designate a tree for the students to measure.
7. (4 pts) Explain the difference between multiple use management and ecosystem
management.
Multiple use management is managing for sustainable forest products, recreation,
wildlife, watershed, and uses other than just timber. Ecosystem management looks to
manage forests in a sustainable manner, as well as the components, systems, and
processes that support the ecosystem.
Four-point question: a) two points for what multiple use is and b) two points for what
ecosystem management is.
8. (2 pts) When a site starts off with a relatively high amount of organic matter and
available nutrients (such as after a clear-cut or abandoned farmland) which type of tree
species establishes itself first?
A. invasive species
B. primary species
C. exotic species
D. pioneer species
E. flagship species
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9. (4 pts) Would you expect to find a great amount of organic matter and available
nutrients in the soil of a coniferous forest or a northern mixed hardwoods stand?
Give two reasons.
Hardwood forests generally have more organic matter and nutrients in them. Conifers
generally are found in sandy, dry and nutrient poor soil. Additionally, the organic layer in
a coniferous stand is deep and poorly decomposed because the needles make a thick mat
that does not mix very well with the mineral soil, and does not contribute as much
organic matter to the soil.
Four-point question: a) two-points for conifers growing on nutrient poor sandy soil and b)
two points for conifers not adding as much organic matter.
10. (3 pts) Describe the role of mycorrhizae fungi in maintaining the health of the tree.
Mycorrhizae fungi form a mutalistic symbiotic relationship with the roots of the tree. The
fungi take nutrients from the tree, allow the tree to absorb more nutrients because they
hold the nutrients in the tissue of their bodies, and reduce some tree roots diseases.
Three-point question: a) one point for it being a symbiotic relationship and b) two points
for the relationship allowing more nutrients to be taken up by the tree.
Soils/Land Use Station Sample Test Questions:
1. (6 pts) Using the soil pit at this site evaluation the following aspects (A-F) of the soil
profile.
A. What is the depth of the O horizon?
B. What are the major components of the O horizon?
C. What is the depth of the A horizon?
D. What is the texture of the A horizon?
E. What is the depth of the B horizon?
F. What is the texture of the B horizon? Answers
A-F are dependent on the site.
Six-point question: one point for each correct answer.
Assumption: the station captain is able to dig a soil pit at the site. Labeling the horizons
ahead of time will help to save time for the students taking the test.
2. (4 pts) Based on the color of the A and B horizons in the soil pit, does this soil have a
greater amount of organic matter in comparison to the sample provided by the station
captain? Explain your answer.
Answer is based on the site. Assuming that the two soils being compared have a similar
texture in most instances (but not all) if the soil pit horizons A and B are darker than the
sample provided then it has more organic matter than the sample. If it is lighter in color
then it has less organic matter than the sample.
Four point question: a) two points for the correct analysis and b) two points for the
justification.
Assumption: the station captain is able to dig a soil pit at the site. Labeling the horizons
ahead of time will help to save time for the students. The station captain is also able to
provide a sample of A and B horizons from another area.
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3. (2 pts) What is the dry bulk density of soil?
A. the ratio of mass to the volume of dry soil
B. the difference in weight between wet and dry soil
C. the difference in mass between dry and wet soil
D. the volume of soil at one atmosphere of air pressure
E. the ratio of the volume of soil to the volume of water in the soil
Two point question
4. (4 pts) Based on the characteristics of the soil and the location of the site would it be
appropriate to put a septic field in at this site? Describe your soil evaluation and explain
your answer.
Answer depends on the site. In general, if the soil is very sandy or near a body of water
then it might not be appropriate to build a septic field because of the likelihood of waste
getting into the body of water.
Four-point question: a) two points for correctly evaluating the soil and b) two points for
the explanation why.
5. (6 pts) Rank the soil particles according to their relative size. Ranking is 1-7, 1
designating the smallest particle and 7 the largest particle.
Medium sand 4
Clay 1
Fine sand 3
Very coarse sand 6
Silt 2
Gravel 7
Coarse sand 5
Six-point question: one point for each correct answer
6. (4 pts) Rank the following soil particles according to the cation exchange capacity of
each soil particle. Ranking is 1 – 4, with 1 having the highest cation exchange capacity
(CEC) and 4 having the lowest CEC.
Sand 3
Clay 1
Gravel 4
Silt 2
Four point question: one point for each correct ranking
7. (4 pts) Utilizing the soil survey for this county, name two tree species that are likely to
grow here.
The answer depends on the site.
Four-point question: a) two points for each tree species correctly listed.
Assumption: a soil survey is available to be used by the students.
8. (2 pts) Explain how soil filters out water. Describe two soil functions.
As water percolates through the soil profile, toxins such as heavy metals are removed
from the water by adsorption associated with clays and humus. Soil also traps physical
debris.
Two points for filtering out solid particles and binding heavy metals.
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9. (4 pts) Explain how soil colloids can bind heavy metals. Why is this important?
Heavy metals (e.g. lead and mercury) are toxic in high quantities. Negatively charged soil
colloids adsorb these metals and clean the water as it passes through the soil profile. This
is important to keep our groundwater clean.
Four point question: a) two points for binding heavy metals to colloids and b) two points
for keeping ground water clean.
10. (5 pts) Describe two ways that farmers can reduce water erosion in their fields. Why
is this particularly important near streams and lakes?
Farmers can reduce water erosion by terracing, contour stripping, establishing no till
areas, creating buffer strips, and orientating crop rows perpendicular to the slope of the
hill. This is particularly important where the run-off from erosion will end up in lakes and
streams.
Five-point question: a) two points for each solution and b) one point for the importance
of erosion control near water.
Aquatic Ecology Station Sample Test Questions:
1. (12 pts) Using the keys provided, identify the Order and Family (as indicated on the
specimen) of the following organisms displayed:
Order
Family
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
Answers depend on the organisms the station captain has chosen.
Twelve point question: one point for each correct answer
2. (2 pts) Transpiration is defined as:
A. the transport of materials within a plant
B. the loss of water vapor from land plants
C. the process where aquatic plants take in dissolved oxygen
D. the process that allows oxygen to dissolve into the leaf tissue
Two point question
3. (4 pts) What would happen if water became denser when it froze? Relate this to the
effect it would have on ponds and lakes.
If water became denser when it froze, it would sink. This would be very detrimental to
life in a pond, or lake, since the pond could eventually freeze solid and most life in the
pond would be non-existent.
Four point question: a) two points for ice sinking and b) two points for pond freezing
solid and death to most aquatic life.
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4. (5 pts) Define adhesion and capillary action. Demonstrate these two principles with a
glass of water and straw (or water bottle if handy). Explain how these principles are
significant in respect to soil particles.
Adhesion is where water molecules stick to other surfaces (molecule other than H20)
such as the side of a glass. Capillary action is a combination of cohesive and adhesive
forces that allows water to move up a small column of water. The significance is that soil
particles, particularly clay, can hold on to particles of water which makes them available
to plants.
Five point question: a) one point for definition of adhesion b) one point for definition of
capillary action c) two points for demonstration of both principles, and d) one point for
relation to soil particle.
Assumption: water and a straw are available
5. (2 pts) What effect does nitrate poisoning have on people and animals?
Nitrate poisoning can cause oxygen depletion.
Two point question
6. (4 pts) Explain the difference between a driven well and a drilled well. How do their
maximum depths differ?
A driven well is a well that is a series of pipes with a point at the end that is driven into
the group; this well can go about 50 feet. A drilled well requires special drilling
equipment and can go as deep as 1000 feet.
Four point question: a) two points for definition of a driven well and its depth and b) two
points for definition of a drilled well and its depth.
7. (3 pts) What is groundwater? Describe the natural cleansing process that groundwater
goes through.
Groundwater is water that is contained beneath the surface of the earth in areas of porous
rock or sand. It is filtered by the soil as it travels through the soil stratum.
Three-points: a) two points for the definition; b) one point for being filtered by the soil.
8. (2 pts) Coliform bacterial is an indicator organism used when assessing water quality.
What is Coliform bacteria an indicator of?
Coliform bacteria is an indicator organism because is shows the relative amount of
human and animal feces contamination of a body of water.
Two point question
9. (4 pts) Give one example of a non-point source and a point source pollution. Which is
more difficult to control and why?
An example of non-point source would be fertilizer run-off from the lawns in an urban
area where the sewage runs directly into a body of water. An example of point source
would be a sewer pipe dumping sewage into the river. The non-point source is harder to
control because its origins are much more difficult to identify and it is usually the result
of more than one person or organization.
Four point question: a) one-point for an example of non-point source, b) one-point for an
example of point source, and c) two points for non-point being more difficult to control.
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10. (4 pts) What is summer kill? How does it relate to Dissolved Oxygen and Biological
Oxygen Demand?
Summer kill is fish mortality due to lack of oxygen and high temperatures. It is related to
DO and BOD because, when the temperature increases, the streams are at a low surface
level, and there is a synergistic effect that reduces the amount of dissolved oxygen to a
level where it is below the BOD and the fish die.
Four point question a) two points for the definition of summer kill and b) two points for
its relation to DO and BOD.
Wildlife Station Sample Test Questions:
1. (8 pts) Identify the animal skulls/hides without the use of a key.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
Answers depend on the items the station captain has chosen.
Eight point question: one point for each correct answer
2. (5 pts) Define forest fragmentation. Explain what effect it can have on the diversity of
the wildlife species living on the altered section of land.
Forest fragmentation is the breaking up of large tracts into smaller ones. This results in a
decline in the number of wildlife species that depend on large undisturbed tracts of land,
and it causes an increase in the number of generalist species and species that are tolerant
of edge.
Five point question: a) one point for the definition of fragmentation, b) two points for a
decline in species that require large tracts of land, and c) two points for an increase in
generalist species and edge tolerant species.
3. (10 pts) Listed below are species of wildlife common to
. Match each
animal to its specific adaptation to the environment. Choose the adaptation that best
describes the animal. Not all choices will be used.
Raccoon - E
Hawk - H
Perch - F
Mosquito - B
Hummingbird - I
Badger - J
Sandhill crane - C
Mallard duck - L
Copes gray tree frog - G
Beaver - A
A. has a thick flat leathery tail
B. has the ability to reproduce rapidly and numerous times a year
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C. has long legs and long beak to hunt while wading in water
D. drops tail when threatened
E. has tapetum in eyes providing excellent night vision
F. has dark coloration on top half of body light coloration on bottom half of body
G. has large toe pads
H. has keen eyesight to see prey on ground
I. characterized by small size, agility, and ability to hover
J. excellent sense of smell for hunting small mammals, exudes musky odor when
threatened
K. sightless animal with a keen sense of smell and touch
L. has a coating of oil on feathers to repel water
M. secretes toxins from the skin behind its ears if threatened
N. thick mats of fur between toes allow it to walk on the top of the snow
Ten point question: one point for each correct answer
4. (5 pts) Label the plants and animals listed below according to where they fit in the food
chain. Use the number 1 to designate the lowest member of the food chain and sequence
them in ascending order with the top organism in the food chain being the highest
number.
Grass plant - 1
Marsh hawk - 4
Smooth green snake - 3
Red fox - 5
Cutworm - 2
Five point question: one point for each animal in the correct position
5. (3 pts) Is this site suitable for the prairie chicken? Explain your answer by describing
ideal prairie chicken habitat and describing your evaluation.
Prairie chickens prefer grassland areas characterized by sedges and grasses with little
trees or shrubs. Answer depends on site.
Three point question: a) two points for knowing the habitat needs of the prairie chicken
and b) one point for being able to determine if this site is suitable habitat
6. (4 pts) When harvesting managed timberlands, “wildlife trees” can be left uncut. What
is a wildlife tree, and what capacity does it serve in the ecosystem?
A wildlife tree is typically a large old mature tree that animals use to nest on or in.
Wildlife trees provide shelter (from predators and severe weather), serve as great nesting
sites, and provide places for raptors to perch.
Four point question: a) two points for definition of wildlife tree and b) two points for
their capacity in ecosystem
7. (4 pts) Define limiting factor. Give one example of an animal and a limiting factor
affecting that animal.
A limiting factor is a resource or an environmental force that holds back the population of
an animal. Salamanders need vernal pools to breed, if there are no pools there are no
salamanders. The dependency of a wolf population on moose is another example.
Four point question: a) two points for the correct definition of limiting factors and b) two
points for a correct example.
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8. (5 pts) Define exotic species. Give two examples of exotics that currently inhabit
.
An exotic species is an introduced species, either intentional or accidental, to an
ecosystem. Examples are zebra mussels, pheasants, buckthorn, purple loosestrife, Cuban
anole, etc.
Five point question: a) three points for a correct definition and b) one point for each
correct example species
9. (4 pts) Describe two forms of habitat destruction, and give one example of an animal
species affected by habitat destruction.
Fragmentation of forestland, pollution of waterways, filling in wetlands changing forest
types after a harvest (changing a hardwood forest to pine plantation). Passenger pigeon
went extinct because of loss of habitat. The spotted owl is a threatened species due to
lack of continuous old growth forest. The loss of prairie land due to urban development
and conversion to farmland has negatively affected the greater prairie chicken population
in Wisconsin, the filling in of marshland along the Gulf Coast has reduced juvenile
habitat for species of shrimp, crabs and fish.
Four point question: a) one point for each form of habitat destruction and b) two points
for a correct example
10. (2 pts) Why is it important to not hunt or fish out of season?
Hunting seasons and limits on what you can take are designed to maintain the health of
the animal population being hunted. It is based on the life cycle of the animal and is
timed so that it does not negatively impact the animal population.
Two point question: a) point for health of animal population and b) one point for life
cycle of animal.
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Appendix F: Sample Regional Event Schedule

Each team will have approximately 25 minutes at each station and will have 5 minutes to go
to the next test station, a total of 30 minutes. Each team will answer 20 questions at each test
station. Cooperative decision making, free exchange of ideas and information pooling are
desirable.
Each 30 - 35 minute period per test station will look something like this:
•
•
•
•
•

Horn will sound at the beginning.
Judges provide necessary orientation for teams (1-2 minutes).
Actual testing time for 20 questions (usually 15 minutes).
Horn will sound to end test.
Judges go over answers with students (5 minutes) or give some instruction about
the topic.
• Horn will sound to walk to next station (5 minutes).
(Station Leaders can vary the testing time somewhat, but please let the organizer
know ahead of time)
Completed test sheets remain at the stations. Station judges can then judge the test and
provide a final score to the main scorekeeper.
At mid-day, break for lunch. During this break, a special presentation (15-30 minutes may be
made by an environmental specialist, career counselor, and such. After the competition and
scoring is completed, everyone assembles for results and announcements. The top team of
each conservation district is eligible for the State Envirothon contest.
Provide test copies to teachers (after event), if desired.
Register winning team(s) for state event.
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Appendix G: Oral Presentation Score Sheet
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Appendix H: Competition Supply List

1. Tests (two master copies w/answer keys, clipboards, copies enough for all teams, red
pens, other hands-on station instruments as determined by test questions)
2. Camera
3. T-shirts and awards (trophies and/or medallions)
4. AV equipment including laptop for registration if needed and extension cords
5. Tables/chairs
6. Tarp/canopy (if no other covered areas)
7. Food: lunches for volunteers, ice coolers, drinks for teams (water jugs/cups or
individual bottles), other snacks
8. Walkie Talkies – one set for “command station” & one set for each station
9. Station/registration/parking/directional signs
10. Tape, nails, hammer, staples, calculators, rope, garbage bags
11. Megaphone w/horn or air horn
12. Team registration items (name tags, calculators, pens, maps, agendas, rotation
schedule, evaluations)
13. First aid kits
Additional Supplies for State Competition:
1. Materials for oral presentations (flip charts, markers, scissors, glue, etc.)
2. Additional “boys” and “girls” signs for dorms and restrooms
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Appendix I: Sample Schedule for State Event
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Sample Schedule

2012 Washington State Envirothon Schedule
YMCA Camp, Lake Wenatchee
May 30 and May 31
th

st

Wednesday, May 30
Noon

Registration

3:00 PM

Welcome and Orientation

3:30 PM

Educational Presentation/Tour

5:30 PM

Break

6:00 PM

Dinner

7:00 PM

Students study session/Oral Presentation Prep

10:00 PM

Break

11:00 PM

Lights out!!

Thursday, May 31
6:00 AM

Breakfast

7:30 AM

Competition Day Orientation

8:00 AM

Begin Station Rotation (and team advisor activity)

1:00 PM

Lunch

2:00 PM

Awards Ceremony

3:00 PM

GO HOME!!!
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Appendix J: Sample Budget for State Event
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Washington State Envirothon Example Budget
Funding Sources
WCC Grant
Other
funding
Team Registrations
Adams
(Grant)
#10
Asotin
Chelan
#5
CD
#8
Clark
#2
Cowlitz
#4 - #12 Douglas CD
Grant
#11
CD
King
#9
CD
#1
Palouse
#7
Pend Oreille
#3
Pierce
#6
Snohomish CD
#13
Thurston
Total Income

$10,000.00
2,500.00
Paid
50.00

Paid

Clarkston

50.00

Paid

Cascade

50.00
50.00
225.00

Paid
Paid
Paid

CASEE
Wake-Robin
Zones-Waterville

50.00

Paid

Quincy

50.00

Paid

Tahoma

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid

Gar-Pal
Cusick
Puyallup
Stanwood
No Thurston

$13,275.00

Expenses
Salary Wages & Benefits (competition coordinators)

6,080.62

Travel Mileage (competition coordination only)
Ferry
Lodging
Meals

31.68
18.00
1,441.90
3,471.00
21.25
61.00
21.19
72.41
38.19

Test copies & study materials

Postage
Supplies - Envirothon bins
Supplies - Host
office
Total Expenses
Ending Balance - KCD Funds

118.31
26.27
30.46
11,414.28
1,842.72

